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Introduction:
Be Like a Tech Company

I’ve been in IT for 23 years, plucked from high school as cheap labor
to make an online banking system. For as long as I can remember,
we’ve been trying to “align” IT with the business. Make IT as useful,
responsive, and business focused as possible. It works here and
there, and ended up being a lot of cost management and outsourc‐
ing at the start of my career.

In the 2000s, through ecommerce and later “tech companies” like
Uber, Facebook, Google, Amazon, and Netflix, we saw a new type of
business operating model emerge. This model assimilated lessons
from software companies (like Microsoft, IBM, Sun, and Oracle)
and applied them to traditional industries: transportation, advertis‐
ing, retail, and entertainment. These companies experienced huge
growth because they had fast time to market and could continually
innovate to refine their product to chase and create opportunities.

Now, mainstream companies are transforming to this “tech com‐
pany” model. The Home Depot and Dick’s Sporting Goods have
shifted to an omnichannel model: 50% of items purchased online
are picked up in-store at The Home Depot. Car companies like Ford
and Daimler are adding new services to their existing products with
continually innovating apps that evolve their businesses. Every
insurance company is responding to the need to improve customer
experience by speeding up the claims process.

These companies are taking the tech company approach to business:
they develop their businesses by focusing on product development
and management. Software is at the center of how they operate their
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business, how customers interact with businesses, and, most impor‐
tant, how these companies innovate. Gone are the days of multiyear
strategy market analysis and planning. Organizations that shift to a
product approach instead use 90-day, even weekly, innovation cycles
to experiment with how they grow their businesses.

With this closeness to customers—“the market”—these companies
have a better chance of catching “inflection points,” those shifts in
business-as-usual that present opportunities to those that notice,
and threats to those that don’t.

For example, John Mitchell at Duke Energy described an oncoming
inflection point in the energy business: when cars switch over from
gas to electric, the entire system of refueling cars will create massive
changes to the power-grid. Imagine when every “gas station” is
actually an electric car station—or whether stations will even exist!
Either way, power companies like Duke Energy need to begin
exploring and innovating now.

If you want to be like a tech company, you should...well, be like a
tech company.

This report is the second part of my effort to help explain what that
means. My previous book, Monolithic Transformation was written
for IT executives, managers, and staff as a quick manifesto and man‐
ual for changing how they build and run software. I began writing
notes for this report as I encountered a new problem: The Business.
This report is addressed to people outside of the IT department who
want to understand and help move along digital transformation at
their organization. As ever, what I mean by “digital transformation”
is improving the way you do software to improve your business. Of
course, this report should also be useful for IT people who want to
understand and work with their business counterpoints. Ideally,
there would be no, or very little, distinction between the two as
you’ll read in the following text.

This report has four sections:

1. I explain a way of thinking about software and how it’s built
that’s more accurate to the true nature of software. This model
of software informs how the rest of the enterprise should adapt
to benefit from software’s inherent agility.

2. I look at how the finance department should change to align
better with the true nature of software.
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3. I do the same with the strategy department.
4. The last section lays out tasks that the corporate leaders in busi‐

ness and IT should prioritize and tackle.

Each section is supported by small and larger case studies to illus‐
trate the thinking and tactics.

Unless you’ve chosen to live off the grid (in which case, how did you
even get a copy of this report?), you use software every day. Much of
it is software created and run by large organizations like banks,
retailers, and governments. This software is not always...good. My
hope is that over time this software improves and thus all of our
lives improve. Everyone has a stake in improving how software is
done at large organizations, and I hope this report will help those of
you working in those organizations improve how you do software
and make my life a little better.

Introduction: Be Like a Tech Company | vii





1 Being more cynical...er, pragmatic, they can also do this by using artificial means:
maintaining exclusivity with patents and copyrights, establishing and holding monopo‐
lies, or deluging their industry with so many regulations that it’s costly for any new
competition. High barriers to entry for their markets work well, too. It costs a lot to dig
and install all the cables needed for networks. Even Google has trouble entering that
market, and they have robots! However, Netflix ruffles the feathers of cable providers
quarterly without having to dig up any cable trenches. The best way to breach a barrier
is to not breach it.

CHAPTER 1

The Business Bottleneck

All businesses have one core strategy: to stay alive. They do this by
offering new reasons for people to buy from them and, crucially,
stay with them.1 Over the past decade, traditional businesses have
been freaked out by new competitors that are systematically and
sneakily stealing customers. The super-clever among these competi‐
tors innovate entirely new business models: hourly car rentals, next-
day delivery, short-term insurance for jackets, paying for that jacket
with your phone, banking with only your iPhone as a branch, and
incorporating real-time weather information into your reinsurance
risk analysis, to name a few examples.

In the majority (maybe all) of these cases, surviving and innovating
is done with small software development cycles and a product-
centric focus on managing the evolution of those applications. As
the software evolves and you learn what works and doesn’t work, the
business improves as well. You can use software to not only run
your business, but also to develop it.

1



2 From the excellent Melissa Perri, Escaping the Build Trap (O’Reilly).

When you meld together software and business development, you
can innovate by systematically failing weekly, over and over, until
you find the thing people will buy and the best way to work with
them. Look at any company called a “tech company,” the members of
“FANG,” or “The Four,” and you’ll see companies that expertly use
software to program their business. Tech company types introduce
some confusing lexical bravado when they talk about this as “failing
fast.” That of course sounds like the opposite of what you’d want.
What’s really happening is that you’re using the agility of software to
innovate, create more optionality, and even manage risk better, as
we’ll see.

From what I can tell, people refer to all this as “digital transforma‐
tion”: modernizing how they think of, build, and run their custom
written software to be more like a “tech company.” This means treat‐
ing their software like a product instead of a project (Figure 1-1).

Figure 1-1. Projects end, products are forever

Most IT runs as a project. IT is given a set of features, a deadline,
and a budget. They write the software, provision the datacenters,
create runbooks for how to operate the software in production, and
deliver it all as the completion of a project.

Melissa Perri defines a software project well:2

A project is a discrete scope of work that has a particular aim. It
usually has a deadline, milestones, and specific outputs that will be
delivered. When projects are complete, the aim is reached, and you
move on to the next one.

A product approach focuses on the full life of the software: is the
software useful and does it help the customers and users and thus
the business? Everything is oriented around gathering customer and
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3 Ibid.

market feedback and changing the software accordingly, ongoing.
“Products,” Perri says, “are vehicles of value. They deliver value
repeatedly to customers and users, without requiring the company
to build something new every time.”3 Although there may be
projects to improve the product, the product is an enduring thing
that can be updated and changed to meet customer demand without
having to fill out tickets and write-up lengthy requirement docu‐
ments for a new project.

In a project approach, IT is responsible for delivering what was
asked for and keeping the software up and running. In the product
approach, IT shares responsibility for the business being successful.

Thinking about software as a product has been enshrined in pro‐
cesses like The Lean Startup (O’Reilly), Agile development, DevOps,
and informed by business theories like Jobs to Be Done and disrup‐
tion. Even though these processes are known and proven, they’ve hit
several bottlenecks in the organizations that are trying to apply
them. In the past, IT created many of these bottlenecks: it took years
to deliver on projects, at high cost, and with a whimper of long-ago
promised features. Plus, the systems would often go down or per‐
form poorly. Most IT organizations still run this way, but an emerg‐
ing cohort of high-performing companies have perfected how IT
builds and delivers software.

Organizations like the US Air Force, Comcast, Allianz, Fidelity, and
many others have moved their software release cycles from years
and months to just weeks and sometimes days. They’ve accelerated
how they use software to create new business value and keep their
organizations alive, competitive, and thriving. And, the software
tends to work better as a bonus side effect!

Let’s imagine the case in which IT can now deliver and run software
reliability and that the process it follows results in applications that
are useful and desirable for customers. As with all pipeline cleanups,
what I’ve started to see in situations like this are new bottlenecks:
everything up the stack from the IT department to the developers
and system operators. Here, we look at the critical three bottlenecks
that I’ve come across so far:

The Business Bottleneck | 3
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4 Mark Schwartz, War and Peace and IT: Business Leadership, Technology, and Success in
the Digital Age (IT Revolution Press).

5 This is based on aggregating excerpts from their 2009 and 2015 studies.

1. Finance, which needs to adjust its window of budgeting to
much less than 12 months and a data-driven model for manag‐
ing software investments

2. Strategy, which needs to take advantage of the rich data pro‐
vided by frequently delivered software and push down product
strategy decisions to the teams working on the software

3. Leadership, which needs to understand and use new technolo‐
gies and methodologies to build software, restructure their
organizations, and start evolving their businesses

Before we get to confront those bottlenecks, let’s begin with an
important conceptual point. How exactly should we think of
software?

Business and Software Development Is Chaos
Software development is a chaotic, unpredictable activity. We’ve
known this for decades, but we willfully ignore it like the advice to
floss each day. Mark Schwartz has a clever take4 on understanding
the true nature of software. He starts by pointing out that the Stand‐
ish Group has been tracking software project success and failure for
around 25 years. Its methodologies and survey base might change
here and there over the years, but that dataset gives you a long-term
view of how we’re doing with software projects.

Over much of that that 25-year period, just about 30% of software
projects were rated as “successful.” Thankfully the rate of failure is
around 20%, with a rating of “challenging” taking up the rest of the
projects. These aren’t good rates. If my oven worked only 30% of the
time, I’d buy a new one. Worse, these rates have remained largely the
same over that time span: we’re not getting better at projects!5 This is
maddening if you think about the billions (trillions?) of dollars
spent on doing software better and all the innovations in technology
and process we’ve come up with in the past few decades. In this
time, Agile software development was invented and reached main‐
stream acceptance and virtualization was introduced, along with
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6 There are always different ways to interpret data like this. You could say that as
improvements came along, we stopped solving “easy” problems and went to focusing
on more difficult ones and thus have maintained a rate of failure that’s constant. As
we’ll get to, this actually might be, sort of, a good scenario?

cloud computing, and DevOps. The result has been little overall
improvement.6

These constant rates of failure can be read in a different, more accu‐
rate way: it’s not that these projects failed, it was that we had false
hopes. For most people, software success means delivering on time,
on budget, and with the agreed-upon set of features. This makes
sense based on real-world analogies. If I ask a plumber to install a
toilet, I would like it done by the day they agreed on, at the cost we
agreed on, and I’d like a toilet that has a seat and flushes, not just a
bucket with a hole in it. Software is much more difficult than toilets.

What Schwartz suggests is that the failure and challenged rates in
the Standish Reports actually shows that software performs consis‐
tent to its true nature. What if those 70% of software projects that
were failures or challenged were actually the best you could hope for
with software? The “successful” projects were just anomalies; you
got lucky!

What this second way of looking at software projects shows is that
the time and budget it takes to get software right can’t be predicted
with any useful accuracy. A further implication is that you can’t pre‐
dict the correct feature set. The only useful accuracy in software
engineering is that you’ll be wrong in your predictions. Manufactur‐
ing is a common (but inaccurate) metaphor for software develop‐
ment: we know what the end product should look like, so we just
need to figure out how to put together a factory to stamp it out.
Software isn’t like that at all. With software, you’re not inventing a
product and then creating endless copies of it in a factory.

And never mind just the software. Business development is chaotic,
as well. Who knows what new business idea or what exact feature
will work and be valuable to customers? Business innovation is also
all trial and error, constantly trying to sense and shape what people
and businesses will buy and at what price. Add in competitors doing
the same, suppliers gasping for air in their own chaos-quicksand,
governments regulating, and culture changing people’s tastes, and
it’s all a swirling cipher.

Business and Software Development Is Chaos | 5



7 There’s another theory that expands this notion to include the full scope of acquiring
and doing that job, the so called “customer journey.” I’m not yet familiar enough with
this tool to speak on it, but I only hear good things, and it looks like a crafty tool.

In each case, the only hope is rigorously using a system of explora‐
tion and refining. Finding and defining the problem is as big a prob‐
lem as figuring out how to solve it. And then after you do solve the
problem with a product or service, you need to constantly iterate
and innovate to solve it correctly. Until you actually experiment by
putting a product out there, seeing what demand and pricing is, and
how your competitors will respond, you know nothing. The same is
true for software.

The Small-Batch Cycle
Each domain has tools for this exploration. I’m less familiar with
business development apart from software, and only trust in the
Jobs to Be Done tool. This strategic theory “asserts that people buy
products and services because they are trying to make progress in
their lives,” as Clayton Christensen put it, “Once people realize they
have a job to do, they reach out and ‘hire’ (or fire) a product to get
that job done.” For a business, this means studying customer behav‐
ior and needs and then changing (or sustaining!) your business to
profit from that knowledge.7

In software, the discovery cycle follows a simple recipe: you reduce
your release cycle down to a week and use a theory-driven design
process to constantly explore and react to customer preferences.
You’re looking to find the best way to implement a specific feature in
the software, usually to maximize revenue and customer satisfac‐
tion. That is, to achieve whatever “business value” you’re after. It has
many names and diagrams: Plan, Do, Check, Act; the Improvement
Kata; the OODA loop; and more. I like to call this process the small-
batch cycle (Figure 1-2) to highlight not only the iterative nature, but
also that you need to do small batches of code in each cycle, quickly,
rather than longer, slow cycles.
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Figure 1-2. Theory, experiment, observe, repeat as needed (based on a
diagram from AirFrance-KLM)

By “small batches,” I mean the following:

• Identifying the problem to solve
• Formulating a theory of how to solve it
• Creating a hypothesis that can prove or disprove the theory
• Doing the smallest amount of coding necessary to test your

hypothesis
• Deploying the new code to production
• Observing how users interact with your software to validate or

invalidate your theory
• Using those observations to improve your software

The cycle, of course, repeats itself, as Figure 1-2 shows.

At the beginning, the app isn’t delivered to the end user; teams often
need several cycles to get a minimal viable product (MVP) that end
users can begin using. However, after that MVP is delivered, this
entire process should take at most a week—and hopefully just a few
days. All of these small batches, of course, add up over time to large
pieces of software, but in contrast to a large-batch approach, each
small batch of code that survives the loop has been rigorously vali‐
dated with actual users. Of course, in each cycle you’ll deliver less
software than in a big batch: I’m not talking about doing more cod‐
ing in a smaller amount of time. In fact, doing less coding each cycle
is actually a better approach: you not only get the types of insights
I’m explaining here, you also introduce performance and security

The Small-Batch Cycle | 7
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stability because there’s less to go wrong and less to look through to
find bugs. Less code, released in shorter cycles, reduces risk and
drives business innovation.

For example, Orange, the French telecommunications giant, used
this cycle when perfecting its customer billing app. Orange wanted
to reduce traffic to call centers, thus lowering costs but also driving
up customer satisfaction (who wants to call a call center?). By fol‐
lowing a small-batch cycle, the company found that its customers
wanted to see only the last two months’ worth of bills and their
employees’ current data usage. These insights inspired changes to
that app that drove 50% of the customer base to use it, helping
remove their reliance on actual call centers, which drove down costs
and improved customer satisfaction.

With this focus on rapid, validated learning, savings and customer
satisfaction usually go hand in hand. Black Swan Farming’s widely
cited case study of global shipping company Maersk Line docu‐
ments this connection well. The small-batch loop is more efficient as
well: it often tells you what not to do. For example, The Home Depot
kept close to customers and “found that by testing with users early
in the first two months, it could save six months of development
time on features and functionality that customers wouldn’t use.”
That’s four months’ time and money saved, but also functionality in
the software that better matches what customers want.

As these examples show, speed is indeed nice, but the higher fre‐
quency of feedback and new discoveries is what typically results in
business value. Even though “the actual pressure on the business to
go faster may not exist,” Jon Osborn says, “The miss, for many
organizations, is that going faster may uncover business potential
that no one understood before the work started. Even if these nug‐
gets are not uncovered, going faster probably saves money, time,
and headache.”

These business and software methodologies start with the actual
customers and use these people as the raw materials and lab to run
experiments. The results of these experiments are used to validate,
or more often invalidates theories of what the business should be
and do. Putting the small-batch loop in place is a whole other story,
and the subject of my previous book, Monolithic Transformation
(O’Reilly).
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With this understanding of software, let’s look at the first business
bottleneck most organizations encounter. It’s the bottleneck that cuts
off business health and innovation before it even starts: finance.

Most software development finance should be done differently in a
way that takes advantage of the true nature of software. This will
help the business tremendously. Finance seeks to be accurate, pre‐
dictable, and, above all else, responsible. Now that you understand
software’s true nature—as chaotic as it is magical—you should be
thinking: uh-oh.

The Small-Batch Cycle | 9





CHAPTER 2

The Finance Bottleneck

Finance likes certainty—forecasts, plans, commitments, and smooth
lines. But if you’re working in the chaos of business and software
development, you can’t commit to much. Worse, everyone seems to
know this:

“A business case for software doesn’t have much truth in it,” one
executive said to me recently.

Suggesting some kinder diction, I said, “perhaps you mean ‘accu‐
racy'?”

“No,” they said, “I mean exactly the word ‘truth.’”

The only certainty is that you’ll know something valuable as soon as
you get out there and experiment. At first, all you’ll learn is that your
idea was wrong. In this process, failure is as valuable as success.
Knowing what doesn’t work, a failure, is the path to finding what
does work, a success. You keep trying new things until you find suc‐
cess. To finish the absurd truth: failure—pardon me, ahem—learn‐
ing creates success. And let me step down from my bombast and
silly bravado on this point: experimentation builds knowledge,
which de-risks the process of innovation and gives you the ability to
adapt your software to new customer, competitive, and market
demands. With knowledge, you’re given more opportunity to
succeed.

Software organizations can reliably deliver this type of learning each
week. The same is true for business development. We’ve known this

11
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1 Public, private, hybrid, multicloud, on-premises, embedded, edge, or what have you.

for decades, and many organizations have used it as their core dif‐
ferentiation engine.

But finance doesn’t work in these clever terms. “What the hell do
you mean ‘failure creates success'? How do I put that in a spread‐
sheet? Obviously, I’m only going to fund things that are successful!
And, please, think of the poor shareholders,” we can hear the senior
vice president of finance saying, “Get the *#&% out of this confer‐
ence room. You’re insane.”

When you’re developing new businesses and software, it’s impossi‐
ble to know the most important number: revenue. Without that
number, knowing whether costs are good or bad is difficult. You can
estimate revenue and, more likely, you can wish-timate it. You can
declare that you’re going to have 10% of your total addressable mar‐
ket (TAM). You can just declare—ahem, assume—that you’re chas‐
ing a $9 billion market opportunity. Over time, after you’ve
discovered and developed your business, you can begin to use mod‐
els like consumer spending versus GDP growth; or, for example, the
effect of weather and political instability on the global reinsurance
market. And, sure, that works as a static model so long as nothing
ever changes in your industry.

For software development, things are even worse when it comes to
building a business case based on revenue. Finance forces IT to
focus on costs: the costs of staff, the costs of its tools, and the costs
of the datacenters1 to run its software. When IT is asked to make
budgets, it’s rarely involved in, nor given, revenue targets.

The problem here, as Mark Schwartz points out in all of his books, is
that cost is meaningless if you don’t know the “value” you’re trying
to achieve. You might try to do something “cheaply,” but without the
context of revenue, you have no idea what cheap is. If the business
ends up making 15 million dollars, is 1 million dollars cheap? If it
ends up making 180 million dollars, is 5 million dollars cheap?
Would it have been better to spend 10 million dollars if it meant 50
million dollars more in revenue?

IT is rarely involved in the strategic conversations that narrow down
to a revenue. Nor is it in meetings about the more useful but
abstract notion of “business value.” When IT focuses only on costs,
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it focuses on getting “a good buy” regardless of what’s being bought.
Eventually, this just means cutting costs, building up a “debt” of
work that should have been done but was “too expensive” at the
time. Or, even worse, outsourcing core functions like software
development because it seems cheaper than in-house. This creates
slow-moving, or completely stalled out IT, throwing day-old por‐
ridge into the gears of innovation.

A rental car company can’t introduce hourly rentals because the
back-office systems are a mess and take 12 months to modify—but,
boy, you sure got a good buy! A reinsurance company can’t integrate
daily weather reports into its risk analytics because the connection
between simple weather APIs and rock-solid mainframe processing
is slow—but, sister, we sure did get a good buy on those MIPS! A
bank can’t be the first in its market to add Apple Pay support
because its outsourcing company claims that work is out of contract
or, at least, will take 6 to 12 months, after the three to four months of
putting together project planning documents—but, hoss, we
reduced IT costs by $5 million last year. All great buys!

Worse than shooting yourself in the foot is having someone else
shoot you in the foot. As one pharmacy executive put it, taking six
months to release competitive features isn’t much use if Amazon can
release them in two months. But, hey! Our software development
processes cost a third less than the industry averages!

The Business Case Is Wrong from the Start
The annual finance cycles drive another set of problems. Modeling
the business case a year out makes the predictions, discovery, and
certainty sloppy. You learn only once a year, maybe with indicators
each quarter, of how it’s going. But, you don’t really adjust the
finance numbers: they don’t get smarter or more accurate, as you
learn more each week. It’s not like you can go get board approval
each week for the new numbers. It takes two weeks just to get the
colors and alignment in all those slides right. And then there’s time
spent on all that prewiring—an ignored type of Lean waste cost
that’s rarely accounted for in the business case.

Each year, the chief information officer (CIO) has to prepare a case
for a year’s worth of budget. This task trickles down all the silos of
IT, which will need to predict what it will need over the next year. To
calculate what’s needed, IT will need to know what it’s building—all
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those apps, the infrastructure to support it, and the people to
develop and run them. This is predicting what your software deliv‐
erables will be, and now we’re right back to that misunderstanding
of software: that we can predict what the software should be with
acceptable accuracy. Indeed, as we saw in the Standish numbers,
about 70% of projects have failed at this approach for the past 25
years. I’m sure it will work out for you, though!

I suggest a different approach based on the mechanics and benefits
of the small-batch process.

Starting Ignorant Can Be an Asset
A smaller cycle means that you can fail faster, getting smarter each
time. For finance, this means frequently adjusting the numbers
instead of sticking to the annual estimates. Your numbers get better
and more accurate over time. The goal is to make the numbers
adjust to reality as you discover it—as you fail your way to success—
getting a better idea of what customers want, what they’ll pay, and
how you can defend against competition.

In business and software development, each week when you release
your software you become smarter. Even though we could tag ship‐
ping containers with radio-frequency identification (RFID) tags to
track them more accurately, we learn that we can’t actually collect
and use that data; instead, it’s more practical to have people just
enter the tracking information at each port, which means the soft‐
ware needs to be really good. People don’t actually want to use info‐
tainment screens in cars, they want to use their phones: cars are just
really large iPhone accessories. When buying a dishwasher, custom‐
ers actually want to come to your store to touch and feel them, but
first they want to do all their research ahead of time and then buy
the dishwasher on an app in the store instead of talking with a clerk.

These kinds of results seem obvious in hindsight, but business
development people failed their way to those successes. And, as you
can imagine, the iron triangle assumptions made 12 to 18 months
ago seem comical in hindsight.

There might be cases for which showing business value actually
takes 12 months. However, I would encourage you to question this
assumption. You can likely indicate whether you’re going in the cor‐
rect direction in fewer than 12 months. For example, for 10 years,
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2 See the longer case study for this in Monolithic Transformation.

the US Air Force had been working on modernizing 43 applications
used in the Air Operations Center, going through approximately
$500 million without deploying a single line of code.2 One of those
applications was an air-tanker refueling planner. Doing mid-air
plane refueling must be important, complicated stuff, right? After
following the kind of dramatically new approach that I’m discussing
here, they began delivering new features weekly.

Small-Batch Finance
Some companies are lucky enough to be able to ignore finance and
business models. They burn venture capital funding to rocket
toward stability and profitability. We rightly complain that share‐
holders have short-term views and force large enterprises to live
quarter to quarter, sacrificing long-term stability. Startups are even
worse at that. The business object of most startups is to increase the
valuation of the company with an eye on an exit: either an IPO, an
acquisition, or hustling up more funding to start the cycles again.
For many of the stakeholders in startups, what happens immediately
or a few years after an exit is of little consequence. It’s called an
“exit,” after all, not a “beginning.”

Although their goals are different, startups have much to teach other
companies about developing and running software. Looking at
startups for help on the finance bottleneck, though, is a bad idea. If
the finance department let you grow at any costs, grab that ring, do
that! However, I suggest that IT, finance, and the business settle on a
more realistic, helpful set of methods to fund software development.
Each of these groups wants to build and operate a system that’s
beneficial, they just get stuck using yesterday’s methods for today’s
problems.

In these organizations, when arguing for new financial controls over
software, I see programs that take advantage of the data thrown off
by the small-batch process to improve financial decisions. The
German financial services company Allianz, for example, used 100-
day cycles to discover and validate new businesses. Instead of one
chance every 365 days to get it right, it has three, almost four. As
each week goes by, it becomes smarter, there’s less waste and risk,
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3 For a further—and nicely brief—overview of MVPs, see the Pivotal Design Guide.

and finance gets more accurate. If the company’s business theory is
validated, the new business is graduated from the lab and integrated
back into the relevant line of business. The Home Depot, Thales,
Allstate, Daimler, the US Air Force, and many others institutionalize
similar practices.

These cycles typically follow a 90-day plan—something around two
quarters. A review board composed of people from finance, the line
of business, and IT reviews projects to create or improve apps. The
team working on the software explains the theories it’s exploring,
ideas of how it will validate its assumptions, and, importantly, how it
will measure success at the end of cycle. This is, essentially, the MVP
model.3 Enterprise types get angsty about the word “minimal,”
though, so I’d use a different term. I suggest small-batch process, or
even proof of concept. Say whatever works in your organization.

If the proposal is good, the board approves the 90-day investment
and the team is on its way. “They have three months to bootstrap a
new product, to define the technical basis, to initiate the product, to
find the customer, and so on and so on, and prove the value of the
project,” explains Thales’ Nicolas Dumont.

After 90 days, the team reports back to this board, not only demon‐
strating the app and telling the story of how it went, but reporting
on those original measures of success. Using the real-world data col‐
lected from the small-batch loops, they show how the strategic
assumptions were validated or invalidated. By doing this, the team
shows what it’s learned in the 90-day cycle. This gives the review
board more certainty and actual data to make one of three decisions:

• Keep funding the app: Our original strategy proved out, so now
we can proceed with a higher degree of certainty.

• Kill the app: Our original strategy wasn’t accurate or doesn’t
make sense to pursue. We’ll save 275 days’ worth of time and
money (365 days minus 90), however, and can pursue other
strategies.

• Pivot: Although we were wrong with our original strategy, we
learned something new that might achieve the original business
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goals. We’d like to fund that thinking for another 90 days to see
what happens.

With this approach, you know when to stop throwing good money
after bad when you’ve invalidated your business idea. Or, you can
change your assumptions and try again: maybe no one really wants
to rent cars by the hour, maybe they want scooters, or maybe they
just want a bus pass. If you’re lucky and you stumble on a really
good idea, you can invest more money to grow the business faster
rather than waiting another 12 months to request new budgeting.

Business Cases Focused on Growth, Not Costs
With a steady flow of validated learning, you can begin making busi‐
ness decisions that are more responsible, maybe even more accurate.
If you validate that you can track a team of nuclear power plant
workers better with RFID badges, thus directing them to new jobs
more quickly and reducing costly downtime, you can then increase
your confidence that spending millions of dollars to do it at all will
pay off. You see similar small experiments leading to massive invest‐
ments in omnichannel programs at places like Dick’s Sporting
Goods and The Home Depot.

In addition to data-driven financial decisions, the company can also
begin realizing business value sooner rather than later. “You truly
don’t start learning until you deliver something to market,” Liberty
Mutual’s Justin Robison says. He continues:

With our more traditional delivery methods in the past, we could
spend 9, 12 months, or more defining and then delivering the “per‐
fect” solution before getting it to market. That’s time wasted where
we could be learning from our customers and improving the expe‐
rience for them.

Shorter cycles allow you to make data-driven business decisions and
begin getting a return on your investment sooner. This approach
also reduces the risk of your project being a bad market fit. As you
experiment with each small-batch release, you learn what customers
will buy and not, course correcting along the way. Each time you test
out your business and software design assumptions by releasing
software, you reduce risk as the chart in Figure 2-1 illustrates.
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Figure 2-1. Long release cycles carry more risk than shorter ones
(based on a chart from the Pivotal Design Guide)

In contrast, longer release cycles mean that you won’t know if the
business is a good idea for at least 12 months—a long time to carry
an ever-growing pile of risk.

Finance’s Small-Batch Imperative
Creating software products in small batches means carrying less
risk, getting faster payouts on investments, and taking advantage of
data-driven business development. Finance must support this fail-
to-succeed cycle. And it should want to: the rich stream of data
makes it more responsible in its investments and provides data to
support decisions.
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The alternative is to shuffle back to the old model of IT financing
that is—as one executive put it—“all bullshiting.” Business and soft‐
ware development will constantly be driven to be the cheapest pro‐
vider, likely outsourced, handing over the fate of your business to a
third party that profits from finding the cheapest way to fulfill its
contractual obligations.

In most surveys I see, finance ranks as one of the top three problems
holding organizations back from product-centric delivery, followed
by business and IT culture. Finance and culture are the top things
people ask me about, as well.

As we’ve seen, industrial-era finance is a real, harmful bottleneck for
digital transformation programs at many organizations. The bottle‐
neck can be cleared by understanding the true nature of software
and changing funding models to take advantage of digital-era
finance.

Next, let’s look at finance’s all-too-often goofy sibling. Having done
this work, this is a group near and dear to my heart: corporate
strategy.
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1 For a better treatment of strategy, I found the history of management consulting, Lords
of Strategy (Harvard Business Review), incredibly good. Understanding Michael Porter
(Harvard Business Review) will lay a good foundation, and then I’d just follow Ben
Thompson for an ongoing stream of contemporary, strategy entertainment. You could
also get an MBA, but that seems like a lot of work.

CHAPTER 3

The Strategy Bottleneck

The traditional approach to corporate strategy is a poor fit for this
new type of digital-driven business and software development. Hav‐
ing worked in corporate strategy, I find that fitting its function to an
innovation-led business is difficult. If strategy is done in annual
cycles, predicting and proscribing what the business should be
doing over the next 12 months, it seems a poor match for the weekly
learning you get from a small-batch process.

A Moment of Pedantry
First, pardon a bit of strategy-splaining. Having a model of what
strategy is, however, is a helpful baseline to discuss how strategy
needs to change to realize all these “digital transformation” dreams.
Also, I find that few people have a good grasp of what strategy is,
nor what I think it should be.1

First, stripped down, a corporate strategy determines which markets
a company will sell into, how it will do it, and how it won’t do it.
This will drive budgets for existing and new product lines, entering
new markets, mergers and acquisitions (M&A) to enter new
markets and acquire new capabilities, and divestures to offload dis‐
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tracting businesses. However complex the actual strategy might be,
when communicated, the strategy needs to be boiled down to some‐
thing simple that can trickle down to the rest of the organization:
“branchless banking,” “become a logistics company,” or, in an exam‐
ple of divesting a business, “focus on retail, not insurance.”

I like to think of all “markets” as flows of cash, big tubes full of
money going from point A to point B. For the most part, this is
money from a buyer’s wallet flowing to a merchant. A good strategy
figures out how to grab as much of that cash as possible, either by
being the end-point (the merchant), reducing costs (the buyer), or
doing a person-in-the-middle attack to grab some of that cash. That
cash grabbing is called “participating in the market.”

When it comes to defining new directions companies can take,
“payments” is a good example. We all participate in that market.
Payments is one of the more precise names for a market: tools peo‐
ple use to, well, pay for things.

First, you need to wrap your head around the payments industry.
This largely means looking at cashless transactions because using
cash requires no payment tool. “Most transactions around the world
are still conducted in cash,” The Economist explains, “However, its
share is falling rapidly, from 89% in 2013 to 77% [in 2019].” There’s
still a lot of cash used, oddly in the US, but that’s changing quickly,
especially in Asia. For example in China, The Economist goes on,
“digital payments rose from 4% of all payments in 2012 to 34% in
2017.” That’s a lot of cash shifting and now shooting through the
payments tube. So, let’s agree that “payments” is a growing, impor‐
tant market that we’d like to “participate” in.

There are two basic participants here:

• New companies enter the market by creating new ways of pay‐
ing for things that compete with existing ways to pay for things.
For example, new entrants are services like Alipay, Apple Pay,
and GrabPay. Although this is the domain of startups in most
people’s minds, large companies play this role often.

• Existing companies both defend their existing businesses and
create new ways of paying for things. For example, Dutch banks
launched iDEAL several years ago and you can use a simple
person-to-person payment service called Tikkie to pay your
babysitter or dry cleaner now. Existing companies often partner
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2 Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, “The Consumer Credit Card Market” (Decem‐
ber, 2017).

with new entrants, for example: Goldman Sachs provides the
backend for Apple Pay and Maybank partnered with GrabPay.
Incumbents can also accomplish the second goal by just acquir‐
ing the new companies: in general banking, Goldman Sachs
acquired Honest Dollar to help it get into consumer banking.

“Strategy,” then, is 1.) deciding to participate in these markets, and,
2.) the exact way these companies should participate; that is, how
they grab money from those tubes of cash. Defining and nailing
strategy, therefore, is the key to success and consequently survival.
For example, an estimated 3.3 trillion dollars flowed through the
credit card tube of money in 2016.2 As new ways of processing pay‐
ments gain share, they grab more and more from that huge tube of
cash. Clearly, this threatens the existing credit card companies, all of
whom are coming up with new ways to defend their existing busi‐
nesses and new payment methods.

Getting Over Digital Transformation Fatigue
“Software is eating the world.”

Pronouncements like this chestnut are by now obvious thanks to the
many Cassandras who have grown hoarse over the years. As Peter
Jacobs, then CIO of ING Netherlands, put it:

We came to the realization that, ultimately, we are a technology
company operating in the financial-services business. So, we asked
ourselves where we could learn about being a best-in-class technol‐
ogy company. The answer was not other banks, but real tech firms.

This type of thinking has gone on for years, but change in large
organizations has been glacial. If you search for the phrase “digital
transformation” every day, you’ll find sponsored posts on business
and tech news sites preaching this, as they so often say, “imperative.”
They’re long on blood-curdling pronouncements, and short on
explaining what to actually do.

We’re all tired of this facile, digital genuflection. But maybe it’s still
needed.
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3 For example, see Forrester survey responses in “Kick-Start Your Digital Business Strat‐
egy,” Jacob Morgan and Oliwia Berdak, Forrester, June 2019.

If survey and sentiment are any indication, digital strategies are not
being rolled out broadly across organizations. Instead, much of the
focus now and in previous years has been on improving IT pro‐
cesses and infrastructure.3 Although there’s still much work to be
done across industries, the premise of this report is that we need to
expand beyond just transforming IT and transform the rest of the
business.

Early digital transformation applications often focus on business
outcomes, like moving people from call centers to apps or improv‐
ing the store finder app. Indeed, “improving customer experience” is
one of the top goals of most app work I see. But, we need to do a lot
more. There’s plenty of room for improvement and much work to be
done by strategy groups to direct and decide digital strategy and to
move beyond these initial apps. Let’s look at a two-part toolkit for
how they might do it.

Sensing Your Market
Changing enterprise strategy is costly and risky. Do it too early, and
you deliver perfectly on a vision but are unable to scale to more cus‐
tomers: the mainstream is not yet “ready.” Do it too late, and you’re
in a battle to win back customers, often with price-cutting death spi‐
rals and comically disingenuous brand changes: you don’t have time
for actual business innovation, so you put lipstick on discount pigs.

An innovation strategy relies on knowing the best time to enter the
market. You need a strategy tool to continually sense and time the
market. Like all useful strategy tools, it not only tells you when to
change, but also when to stay the same, and how to prioritize
funding and action. Based on our experience in the technology
industry, we suggest starting with a simple model based on numer‐
ous tech market disruptions and market shifts. This model is Horace
Deidu’s analysis of the post-2007 PC market. 2007, of course, is the
year the iPhone was introduced. I’m not sure what to call this spe‐
cific point in time, but the lack of a label doesn’t detract from its util‐
ity. Let’s call it the Dediu Cliff, which you can see in Figure 3-1.
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4 There’s a pure, “better mouse trap” argument to be made that Ben Thompson and oth‐
ers have suggested, as well. For many years, Microsoft, Nokia, Google, and even Black‐
berry knew that mobile was going to be big and had been executing on those
assumptions. It just turned out that Apple had a better product: for years, “design” was
heralded as the key driver for business improvement based on Apple’s success.

Figure 3-1. The Dediu Cliff (source: “The rise and fall of personal com‐
puting,” Jan 2012, Horace Dediu)

To detect when a market is shifting, Deidu’s model emphasizes look‐
ing beyond your current definition of your market. In the PC mar‐
ket, this meant looking at mobile devices in addition to desktops
and laptops. Microsoft Windows and x86 manufacturers had long
locked down the definition and structure of the PC market. Analyst
firms like IDC tracked the market based on that definition and pre‐
vious, attempted disruptors like Linux desktop aspirants competed
on those terms.

When the iPhone and Android were introduced in 2007, the defini‐
tion of the PC market changed without anyone noticing. In a short
10 years, these “phones” came to dominate the “PC” market by all
measures that mattered: time spent staring at the screen, profits,
share increases, corporate stability and high growth, and customer
joy. Meanwhile, traditional PCs were seen mostly as work horses, or
commodities like pens and copy machines bought on refresh cycles
with little regard to differentiation.4
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Making your own charts will often require some art. For example, if
you wanted to explore the theory that mobile was a more important
“storefront” than desktops or in-store browsing, you could compare
customer visits and time spent on your mobile app, desktop site, and
in-store. Comparing these trends lines over a decade will give you
meaningful and easy-to-understand data to drive corporate strategy
and funding decisions.

You need to find the type of data that fits your industry and the
types of trends you’re looking to base your strategy on. Those trends
could be core assumptions that drive how your daily business func‐
tions. For example, many insurance businesses are still based on
talking with an agent. So, in the insurance industry, you might look
at online versus offline browsing and buying. (Surprisingly, there
isn’t as steep a drop off into the web as you’d think.)

Nonetheless, tracking these shifts closely and paying attention to the
rate of change is critical. As the Deidu Cliff shows, the point isn’t
that it happens slowly, but all at once.

Banking offers many examples of the market definition changing.
For example, many Asian companies and firms are targeting cus‐
tomers who traditionally have no bank account. Grab, an Indone‐
sian company similar to Uber is dragging in a whole new set of
customers to banking as a side effect: the money passengers pay on
their credit cards must be deposited somewhere. In China, new
banks like WeBank are pursuing the estimated 225 million Chinese
adults who haven’t traditionally been part of the banking market—
the so-called “underbanked.”

In each of these cases, as with the introduction of the iPhone, the
market is being redefined. A new Deidu Cliff is forming that can be
tracked and monitored. Strategy groups can then determine when
their company should begin pursuing these new customers, hope‐
fully before they are snatched up by competitors and new banks like
WeBank.

As Deidu’s analysis of the fall of Microsoft Windows shows, spotting
shifts in the very definition of your market is key. Ideally, you want
to create the shift. If not, you want to enter the market as soon as the
shift is validated, as early as possible, even if the new entrant has
single-digit market share. Deploying your corporate resources
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5 Also worth looking into is Rita McGrath’s model and set of tactics for detecting and
responding to market shifts in business’s “arena,” as she renames the “market.” They’re
covered in her recent book Seeing Around Corners (Houghton Mifflin Harcourt).

(time, attention, and money) often takes multiple years despite the
“overnight success” myths of startups.5

Timing is everything. Nailing that, per industry, is fraught, especially
in highly regulated industries like banking, insurance, pharmaceuti‐
cals, and other markets that can use regulations to...uh, artificially
bolster barriers to entry. Don’t think that high barriers to entry will
save you, though: Netflix managed to wreak havoc in the cable
industry, pushing top telcos even more into being dumb pipes, mov‐
ing them to massive content acquisitions to compete.

In addition to creating all these delightful charts—after all, if there
are no charts in a corporate strategy deck, was a deck really created?
—strategy groups also need to understand what their organization’s
product and services are being hired for: the job to be done.

Know Your Customer
Measuring what your customer thinks about you is difficult. Metrics
like Net Promoter Score (NPS) and churn give trailing indicators of
satisfaction, but they won’t tell you when your customer’s expecta‐
tions are changing, and with that, the market.

You need to understand how your customer spends their time and
money and what “problems” they’re “solving” each day. For most
strategy groups, getting this hands-on is too expensive and not in
their skill set. Frameworks like customer journey mapping can sys‐
tematize this research, as we’ll examine shortly, using a small-batch
process to implement your application, allowing you to direct strat‐
egy by observing how your customers actually interact with your
business day to day.

Case Study: “The Front Door of the Store Is in Your
Pocket”—Home Depot
In the ever-challenging retail world, The Home Depot has managed
to prosper by knowing its customers in detail. The company’s omni‐
channel strategy provides an example. Customers expect “omni‐
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6 Forrester, How the Home Depot Became a Digital Powerhouse, July 2019.
7 The reality and attention to this technology-driven strategy at the corporate level is

indicated not only by its success, but also by the planned budget for The Home Depot’s
omnichannel strategy: $5.4 billion over three years. On this topic, see Suman Bhatta‐
charyya’s coverage of The Home Depot’s omnichannel strategy.

8 He’s since become the chief digital officer at Kaiser Permanente.

9 As you’ll notice in much of the discussion around digital transformation, DevOps,
design, and the like focusing on end-to-end processes is a common tactic. For example,
DevOps-minded IT departments use value stream maps to discover all the wasteful
activities that can be eliminated or automated.

10 The appliance example is taken from a March 2018 Forrester Podcast with Prat
Vemana: Bonus: Why The Home Depot Wins At Mobile Web.

channel” options in retail, the ability to order products online, buy
them in-store, order online but pick up in-store, return items from
online in-store—you get the idea. Accomplishing all of those tasks
seems simple from the outside, but integrating all of those inventory,
supply-chain, and payment systems is extremely difficult. Nonethe‐
less, as Forrester has documented,6 The Home Depot’s concerted,
hard-fought work to get better at software is delivering on its omni‐
channel strategy: “[a]s of fiscal year 2018, The Home Depot custom‐
ers pick up approximately 50% of all online orders in the store,” and
the company has seen a 28% growth in online sales.7

Advances in this business have been fueled by intimate knowledge
of The Home Depot’s customers and in-store staff by actually
observing and talking with them. “Every week, my product and
design teams are in people’s homes or [at] customer job sites, where
we are bringing in a lot of real-time insights from the customers,”
said Prat Vemana, then The Home Depot’s chief digital officer.8

The company focuses on customer journeys, the full, end-to-end
process of customers thinking, researching, browsing, acquiring,
installing, and then using a product.9 For example,10 to hone in on
improving the experience of buying appliances, the product team
working on this application spent hours in stores studying how cus‐
tomers bought appliances. It also spent time with customers at home
to see how they browsed appliance options. The team also traveled
with delivery drivers to see how the appliances are installed.

Here, we see a company getting to know on an intimate level its cus‐
tomers and the problems those customers have. This leads to new
insights and opportunities to improve the buying experience. In the
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appliances example, the team learned that customers often wanted
to see the actual appliance and would waste time trying to figure out
how they could see it in person. So, the team added a feature to
show which stores had the appliances they were interested in, thus
keeping the customer engaged and moving them along the sales
process.

Spanning all these parts of the customer journey gives the team
research-driven insights into how to deliver on The Home Depot’s
omnichannel strategy. As customers increasingly begin their
research on their phone, in social media, go to the store to browse,
order online, pick up in-store, have items delivered, and so forth,
many industries are figuring out their own types of omnichannel
strategies.

All of those different combinations and changing options will be a
fog to strategy groups unless they begin to get to know their cus‐
tomers better. As Allianz’s Firuzan Iscan puts it:

When we think from the customer perspective, most of our cus‐
tomers are hybrid customers. They are starting in online, and they
prefer an offline purchasing experience. So that’s why when we con‐
sider the journey end to end; we need to always take care of online
and offline moments of this journey. We cannot just focus on
online or offline.

Corporate strategy didn’t sign up for this
The level of study done at The Home Depot may seem absurd for
the strategy team to do. Getting out of the office may seem like a lot
of effort, but the days spent doing it will give you a deep, ongoing
understanding of what your customers are doing, how you’re fulfill‐
ing their needs, and how you can better their overall journey with
you to keep their loyalty and sell more to them. Also, it’s a good
excuse to get out of beige cubicle farms and dreary conference
rooms. Maybe you can even expense some lunches!

As we’ll see, when the product teams building these applications are
put in place, strategy teams will have a rich source of this customer
information. In fact, product teams will often be driving so much
product and portfolio strategy that traditional corporate strategy
groups will need to reimagine their role. This might seem like a loss
of power to the strategy groups, but I believe we’ll see it enhance and
grow the importance of corporate strategy, enabling them to focus
on larger concerns.
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The continuous stream of validated data will give strategists a huge
competitive edge over competitors lacking that stream. The benefits
of scale will also be amplified, helping existing organizations com‐
pete with startups. For example, imagine data collected from tens of
millions of banking customers globally versus a mere million cus‐
tomers in limited markets. This is the kind of strategic power com‐
panies like Amazon wield to deadly effect: they know the market
and the competitive cracks better than most.

If you’re working on corporate strategy, you should be salivating at
the analysis and recommendations you can create. Getting there
might seem like an endless series of leaps, though. We discuss one of
the easiest, initial leaps next: listening to those people yelling and
screaming doom and disruption.

Consider Cassandras
In Western mythos, Cassandra (Figure 3-2) was cursed to always
have 100% accurate prophecies but never be believed. For those of
us in the tech industry, cloud computing birthed many Cassandras.
Now, in 2020, the success of the public cloud is indisputable. The
on-premises market for hardware and software is forever changed.
Few believed that a “book seller” would do much here or that
Microsoft could reinvent itself as an infrastructure provider, turning
around a company that was easily dismissed in the post-iPhone era.

Figure 3-2. An early, ignored attempt to warn about that “book seller”
in Seattle
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11 “In 2018, Amazon spent $27.6 billion, Google $25.1 billion, and Microsoft $15.8 billion
on CAPEX (including capital and build-to-suit leases for both Amazon and Microsoft).
Those are year-over-year increases of 19%, 91%, and 39%, respectively (Google went
nuts on CAPEX in 2018).” And, further: “The three companies’ cumulative CAPEX
spend since 2000 is over $270 billion, with over $116 billion of it in the last two years.”
“Follow the CAPEX: Cloud Table Stakes 2018 Edition,” Charles Fitzgerald, February
2019.

Despite this, as far back as 2007, cloud Cassandras were pointing out
that software developers were using Amazon Web Services (AWS) in
increasing numbers. Early on, RedMonk made the case that devel‐
opers were the kingmakers of enterprise IT spend. And, if you
tracked developer tastes, you’d see that developers were choosing the
cloud because requisitioning basic infrastructure, like servers, took
much longer to do within traditional IT organizations. More Cas‐
sandras emerged over the years as the cloud’s market share grew.
Traditional companies heard these Cassandras, some eventually act‐
ing on the promises.

Finally, traditional companies took the threat seriously. In 2010, it
seemed like everyone was in the public cloud market. But as Charles
Fitzgerald wickedly chronicled, it was too late. As Figure 3-3 shows,
entering the public cloud market at this stage would cost hundreds
of billions of dollars, each year, to catch up.11 By 2019, there were
just six cloud providers in the Magic Quadrant, with the second tier
trailing far behind the triumvirate Amazon, Microsoft, and Google.
The traditional companies in the infrastructure market failed to
sense and act on The Cliff early enough—and these were tech com‐
panies—you know...the outfits that are supposed to outmaneuver
and outsmart the market!
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Figure 3-3. “Follow the CAPEX: Cloud Table Stakes 2018 Edition,”
Charles Fitzgerald, February 2019

Now, don’t take this to mean that these barriers to entry are insur‐
mountable. Historically, almost every tech leader has been disrup‐
ted. That’s what happened in this market. There’s no reason to think
that cloud providers are immune. We just don’t know when and how
they’ll succumb to new competitors or, like Microsoft, need to rein‐
vent themselves. What’s important, rather, is for these companies to
properly sense and respond to that threat.

To consider Cassandras, you need a disciplined process that looks at
year-over-year trends, primarily how your customers spend their
time and money. Mary Meeker’s annual slide buffet is a good exam‐
ple: where are your customers spending their time? A single-point-
in-time Cassandra is not helpful, but a Cassandra that reports at
regular intervals gives you a good read on momentum and when
your market shifts. Analyzing year-over-year trends will give you
more confidence in Cassandras. A single point in time might just be
lucky—the metaphoric room of randomly typing monkeys that will
eventually write Hamlet. You want to discover Casandras with a
good track record and putting together year-over-year data will
help. Trend data will also build up momentum, allowing you to find
the best time to act (not too early, not too late), the market window.

Finally, putting together your own Dediu Cliff can self-Cassandra-
ize you. Doing this can be tricky because you need to imagine what
your market will look like—or several scenarios. You’ll need to com‐
bine multiple market share numbers from industry analysts into a
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Cliff chart, updating it quarterly. Having managed such a chart, I
can say it’s exhilarating, especially if someone else does the tedious
work!

Later on, as we’ll see in the leadership section, we can use these
charts to fuel a sense of urgency and helpful crisis creation.

Thus far, our methods for sensing the market have been research,
even “assume no friction” methods. Let’s look at the final method
that relies on actually doing work and then how it expands into the
core of the new type of strategy and breaking the business
bottleneck.

Try New Things
The best way to understand and call market shifts is to actually be in
the market, as a customer and as a producer. Being a customer
might be difficult if you’re, for example, manufacturing tractors, but
for many businesses, being a customer is possible. It means more
than trying your competitor’s products. To the point of tracking
market redefinition, you want to focus on the Jobs to Be Done,
problems customers are solving, and try new ways of solving those
problems. Often, this also means discovering problems they’re solv‐
ing that your company has never considered solving, let alone
known about. If this sounds like it’s getting close to the end goal of
innovation, it’s because it is: but doing it in a smaller, lower-cost and
lower-risk way.

For example, if you’re in the utility business, become a customer of
in-home Internet of Things (IoT) devices and how that technology
can be used to steal your customer relationship, further pushing
your business into a commodity position. In the PC market, some
executives at PC companies made it a point of pride to never have
tried, or “understood” the appeal of small screens; that kind of will‐
ful, proud ignorance isn’t helpful when you’re trying to be innova‐
tive.

You need to know the benefits of new technologies, but also the suf‐
fering your products cause. There’s a story that management at US
car manufacturers were typically given a company car and free
mechanical service during the day while their car was parked at the
company parking lot. As a consequence, they didn’t know firsthand
how low quality affected the cars. As Nassem Talab would put, they
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12 I’m particularly sore about Google Reader. But I’ve been working with a therapist for
several years to get over it.

didn’t have any skin in the game...and they lost the game. Regularly
put your skin in the game: rent a car, file an insurance claim, fill out
your own expenses, travel in coach, and eat at your in-store delis.
Eat your own dog food, as Google and others would put it, or drink
your own champagne if you prefer puffy vests over toe-shoes.

The key to trying new things is to be curious, not only in finding
these things, but in thinking up new products to improve and solve
the problems you are experiencing first hand. The smaller batch
model and a shorter financing cycle should make it easier to try new
things instead of just spending all of your attention on big bets.
Large, multiyear projects “inhibit the introduction of new products
because the bar is so high in terms of what we’re willing to bet on.
The stakes are just too high,” explains Intrado’s Thomas Squeo.
“Nobody wants to spend all that time and money on a new product
only to find it is obsolete by the time it reaches production.” If that
model is removed, you can do a series of small strategic bets,
instead.

The goal of trying new things is to experiment with new products,
using them to direct your strategy and way of doing business. If you
have the capability to test new products, you can systematically
sense changes in market definition. Tech companies regularly float
new ideas as test products to sense customer appetite and, thus,
market redefinitions. If you’ve ever used an alpha or beta app, or an
invite-only app, you’ve played a part in this process. These are
experiments, ways the company tries new things. We laud compa‐
nies like Google for their innovation successes, but we easily forget
the long list of failed experiments. The website killedbygoogle.com
catalogs 171 products that Google killed.12 Not all of these are
“experiments,” some were long-running products that were killed
off. Nonetheless, as soon as Google sensed that an experiment wasn’t
viable or a product no longer valid, the company killed it, moving
on.

When it comes to trying things, we must be very careful about the
semantics of “failure.” Usually, “failure” is bad, but when it comes to
trying new things, “failure” is better thought of as “learning.” When
you fail at something, you’ve learned something that doesn’t work.
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Feeling your way through foggy, frenetic market shifts requires tire‐
less learning. So, in fact, “failing” is often the fastest way to success.
You just need a safe, disciplined system to continually learn.

“We have a hard time thinking failure is positive,” says Liberty
Mutual’s Pierre Braganza. “We have a hard time feeling like ‘if I fail,
it was good.’ And, then, what we’ve learned is that failure is excellent
if you can fail fast, learn from it, and make a change.” But, you need
to create the right kind of culture for beneficial failure. “We have to
give an environment where we give that ability to fail fast,” Braganza
goes on, “The trick is, you do it often enough that it’s not a big deal.”

Validation with Small-Batch Strategy
Innovation requires failure. There are few guarantees that all that
failure will lead to success, but without trying new things, you’ll
never succeed at creating new businesses and preventing disruption.
Historically, the problems with strategy has been the long feedback
cycles required to tell you if your strategy “worked.”

First, budgets are allocated annually, meaning your strategy cycle is
annual, as well. Worse, to frontload the budget cycle, you need to
establish your strategy even earlier. Most of the time, this means the
genesis of your current strategy was two, even three years ago. The
innovation and business rollout cycles at most organizations are
huge. Usually a year, but it can be even worse: five years, if not 10
years in many military projects. Clearly, in “fast-moving markets,” to
use the cliché, that kind of idea-to-market timespan is damaging.
Competing against companies that have shorter loops is key for
organizations now.

Your first instinct might be to start trying many new things, creating
an incubation program as a type of beta-factory of your own. The
intention is good, but the risks and costs are too high for most large
organizations. Learning-as-failure is expensive and can look down‐
right stupid and irresponsible to shareholders. Instead, you need a
less-costly, lower-risk way to fail than throwing a bunch of things at
the wall and seeing what sticks.

As mentioned at the beginning of this report, and worth reviewing,
many organizations are using the small-batch cycle, which we revisit
in Figure 3-4. This is a feedback loop that relies on four simple steps:

1. Identify a problem to solve
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13 As a quick-and-dirty sniff test, count how many references and primary data sources in
strategy presentations are from industry analyst press releases (there was no funding to
buy the actual reports) and other free market analysis like McKinsey, BCG, and the
other consulting firms. Marketing can, and often does, lead strategy.

2. Create a theory of how to solve the problem
3. Validate this theory by trying it out in real life
4. Analyze the results to see whether the theory is valid

Figure 3-4. The small-batch cycle (based on image from AirFrance-
KLM)

This is, essentially, the scientific method. The Lean startup method
and, later, Lean design have adapted this model to software develop‐
ment. This same loop can be applied “above the code” to strategy.
This is how you can use failure-as-learning to create a validated
strategy and then start innovating like a tech company.

Liberty Mutual’s Chris Bartlow describes the core benefit of small
batches:

When you get to the stoplight on the circle [the end of a small-
batch loop] and you’re ready to make a decision on whether or not
you want to continue, or whether or not you want to abandon the
project, or experiment [more], or whether you want to pivot, I
think [being hypothesis driven] gives you something to look back
on and say, “okay, did my hypothesis come true at all? Is it right on
or is it just not true at all?”

As described earlier, due to long cycles, most corporate strategy is
theoretical; at worse, it’s PowerPoint arts and crafts with cut-and-
paste from a few web searches.13 The implementation details can
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14 This based on an interview with Duke Energy’s John Mitchell and a March 2019 write-
up.

become dicey, and then there’s seeing whether customers will
actually buy and use the product. In short, until the first customer
buys and uses the “strategy,” you’re carrying the risk of wasting all
your budget and time on this strategy, often a year or more.

That risk might pay off, or it might not. Not knowing either way is
why it’s a risk. A type of corporate “double up to catch up” mentality
adds to the risk, as well. Because the timeline is so long, the budget
so high, and the risk of failure so large, managers will often seek the
biggest bang possible to make the business case’s ROI “work.” Taking
on a year’s time and $10 million budget must have a significant pay
off. But with such high expectations, the risk increases because more
must be done, and done well. And yet, the potential downside is
even higher.

This risky mentality has been unavoidable in business for the most
part—building factories, laying phone lines, manufacturing, and so
on require all sorts of upfront spending and planning. Now,
however, when your business relies on software, you can avoid these
constraints and better control the risks.

A small-batch process focuses on shorter release cycles and incre‐
mental changes to the application. This means that you get almost
constant feedback on the validity of your strategic theories. It also
means that you can more quickly sense and respond to changes in
customer behavior and market shifts. “[I]t significantly reduces the
business risk,” Discover Financial Service’s Ying Zhe explains,
“When you start small, you build smaller chunks—it’s much easier
for you to build, for you to test, and also for you to validate.”

Done well, software costs relatively little and is incredibly malleable.
It’s, as they say, “agile.” You just need to connect the agile nature of
software to strategy. Let’s look at an example.

Case Study: Most Viable Strategy: Duke Energy
Validates RFID Strategy14

As an energy company, Duke Energy has plenty of strategizing to do
around issues like disintermediation from IoT devices, deregulation,
power needs for electric vehicles, and improving customer experi‐
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ence and energy conservation. Duke has a couple years of experi‐
ence being cloud native, getting far enough along to open up an
83,000-square- foot labs building housing 400 employees working in
product teams.

They’re applying the mechanics of small batches and Agile software
to their strategy creation. “Journey teams” are used to test out strate‐
gies before going through the full-blown, annual planning process.
“They’re small product-type teams led by design thinkers that help
them really map out that new [strategic] journey and then identify
[what] are the big assumptions,” Duke’s John Mitchell explained.
After they’re identified, the journey teams test those assumptions,
quickly proving or disproving the strategy’s viability.

Mitchell gives a recent example: labor is a huge part of the operating
costs for a nuclear power plant, so optimizing how employees spend
their time can increase profits and the time it takes to address issues.
For safety and compliance reasons, employees work in teams of five
on each job in the plant, typically scheduled in hour-long blocks.
Often, the teams finish in much less than an hour, creating spare
capacity that could be used on another job.

If Duke could move those teams to new jobs more quickly, they
could optimize each person’s time. “So the idea was, ‘How can we
use technology?’” Mitchell explains. “What if we had an RFID chip
on all of our workers? Not to ‘Big Brother’ check in on them,” he
quickly clarifies, but to better allocate the spare capacity of thou‐
sands of people. Sounds promising, for sure.

Not so fast, though, Mitchell says: “You need to validate, will that
[approach] work? Will RFID actually work in the plant?” In a tradi‐
tional strategy cycle, he goes on, “[You’d] order a thousand of these
things, assuming the idea was good.” Instead, Duke took a validated
strategy approach. As Mitchell says, they instead thought, “let’s
order one, let’s take it out there and see if it actually works in plant
environment.” And, more important, can you actually put in place
the networking and software needed: “Can we get the data back in
real time? What do we do with data?” The journey team tested out
the core strategic theories before the company invested time and
money into a longer-term project and set of risks.

Key to all this, of course, is putting these journey teams in place and
making sure they have the tools needed to safely and realistically test
out these prototypes. “[T]he journey team would have enough, you
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know, a very small amount of support from a software engineer and
designer to do a prototype,” Mitchell explains. “[H]opefully, a lot of
the assumptions can be validated by going out and talking to peo‐
ple,” he goes on, “and, in some cases there’s a prototype to be taken
out and validated. And, again, it’s not a paper prototype—unless you
can get away with it—[it’s] working software.”

After the strategic assumptions are validated (or invalidated), the
entire company has a lot more confidence in the corporate strategy.
“Once they ... validate [the strategy],” Mitchell explains, “you’ve con‐
vinced me—the leader, board, whatever—that you know what you’re
talking about.”
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CHAPTER 4

The Leadership Bottleneck

Now, let’s take a look at the third bottleneck: leadership. “Leader‐
ship” is concerned with the success and sustainability of the organi‐
zation. These are the people on the hook to meet corporate goals,
increase shareholder value, deliver on their agency’s mission, or
otherwise do the things the organization exists for. At most compa‐
nies, this means growing revenue and profit and, at the very least,
avoiding losing market share and money.

People in leadership roles, then, usually feel the need to transform
the most because they’re intimately familiar with competition, cus‐
tomers, and their organization’s deficiencies. External stakeholders,
customers, and armchair analysts constantly point out and ask lead‐
ership why the company hasn’t changed already, and point out com‐
petitive threats and lost opportunities. Individually, leadership’s
compensation is often tied closely with company performance: the
more money the company makes, the more their equity will be
worth and the more reputation they’ll build up to jump to a new,
bigger job.

It sounds like a dashing, bold adventure. Or, if you’re like me, a har‐
rowing, exhausting existence. Fun or frightening, as the people most
incented to transform, leadership is often the most powerless to
change how people operate.

Leadership actually has a very small toolkit. Leaders can’t go to
every single person in their organization and compel them to get
better, let alone train and demonstrate how to think about software
in a new, product-oriented way. The CIO can’t get really deep in
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your archaic ticketing system and speed up how servers are automa‐
ted. Leadership certainly can’t go rewrite that 10-year outsourcing
contract that predecessors put in place.

Let’s look at leadership’s tiny toolkit for transformation.

Vision
It’s little wonder that the notion of corporate vision is a much
laughed-at concept. I’ve seen my share of lame vision statements. So
many vision statements follow a basic format: “We endeavor to pro‐
vide the best products to our customers, a rewarding work environ‐
ment for our employees, and increasing shareholder returns.”
Sometimes, there’s something about contributing back to the com‐
munity, which is nice.

When you’re seeking to transform your organization to be more
software-driven, your vision statement should be a tool, something
the organization can come back to for direction in ambiguous situa‐
tions. Your product teams will be working in ambiguous situations
daily, needing to theorize solutions to problems, interpret how peo‐
ple are using their software, and decide what to do next according to
business needs. They won’t have time to ask permission to make
these changes, let alone set up meetings to get approval and “input”
from senior management.

One of my favorite vision statements is from the Singapore bank
DBS, as put by Siew Choo Soh:

We believe that we need to reimagine banking to make banking
simple, seamless, as well as invisible to allow our customers to live
more bank less.

Their vision can be even shorter: “live more, bank less.” What this
means is that DBS’s customers (or the customer of any bank!) don’t
want to spend time with their bank. When I finish writing this sec‐
tion, I’m not going to log in to my banking app, scroll through some
recent transactions, and just sort of hang out with my bank for a
good time. In fact, doing so is the opposite of a calming experience!
I don’t want to chill with my bank, I want to go live my life.

DBS’s vision is a practical tool to guide staff ’s day-to-day decisions.
If there’s any doubt about how to implement a feature or how to run
the business, employees can ask “will this let out customers spend
less time worrying about banking?” In software design and product
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management, this means focusing on user productivity and simplic‐
ity. For example, enabling TouchID to log in instead of using a user‐
name and password, identifying recurring payments that people
might want to cancel, or allowing customers to add accounts from
other banks to get a quicker view of all their finances instead of hav‐
ing to login to each bank. This kind of thinking trickles down from
those four words and you can see how DBS’s vision is a practical
tool.

You likely won’t be lucky enough to have a perfect four-word vision.
And here, I want to suggest breaking another vision definition
taboo: maybe you should have a lengthy vision. Perhaps even bullet
points!

In her excellent book on product management, Escaping the Build
Trap, Melissa Perri creates a great vision for her fictional example
company: “to make it easier and more convenient for mortgage
applicants to apply (or for mortgage holders to access), their infor‐
mation anywhere.” Despite being long—and even using a parenthet‐
ical!—as with DBS’s vision, this vision of a mortgage product is an
effective tool. Now, that vision might be for a division of the com‐
pany, or even a single product. There’s really no problem trickling
down visions like that, but strive to make the first one as practical as
possible.

People in a leadership position are the ones who can define the cor‐
porate vision and they should spend time on it. They might need to
change this vision as time passes, especially as their use of the small-
batch cycle validates and invalidates the assumptions that drove
their vision definitions. If you find yourself thinking, “Sure, that’s
our vision, but we don’t actually do that,” it’s time to update the
vision! Each time leadership needs to ask: can people use the vision
as a tool to make decisions day to day?

Finally, I’ll be the first to admit that there are much more nuanced
ideas of vision in the strategy canon. I’m just recommending making
sure that the vision you create and come up with is useful. I’m also
giving you permission to ignore those classic definitions if they
result only in a poetic, yet inept, vision statement. And don’t worry,
we know that your goal is to increase shareholder value and other‐
wise be awesome—no need to tell us.
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Enshrine Urgency: Always Run in the Yellow
I was talking with a person from a large European retailer recently
who was suffering from one of the first business bottlenecks leaders
encounter: the company’s senior leadership, even owners, see no real
need to change. They’re not sufficiently freaked out to expend the
time and money to transform the monolithic organization. This is
very counterintuitive to you, no doubt, who are reading this report
to figure out how to transform your organization. No doubt you
recognize the need to sustain and get better at innovating to com‐
pete and fend off competitors. Too often, as with the case of the
European retailer, the C-suite and even the board is, well, asleep at
the wheel.

Evidence of slumbering executives comes up frequently in surveys
about digital transformation at the corporate level. One global sur‐
vey asked people to self-evaluate their transformation efforts: only
20% said they were trying to be “disruptive and fundamentally new.”
The rest were either doing nothing (just 8%, thankfully) or perform‐
ing modestly (73%).

For all the table pounding about “existential” threats from “tech
companies,” in the survey, organizations don’t have high ambitions
to dramatically respond and change. When asked why they wanted
to transform, their motivations were equally tepid. Accessing new
markets comes in at 8%, operating model change at 9%, and busi‐
ness transformation at 8%. Driving revenue growth is the highest at
21%, followed by increasing agility and speed to market at 14%.

I read these responses as saying that organizations want to improve
their existing businesses and capabilities, which is certainly needed
when most organizations take a year or more to deliver applications
to production. But, as it shows, transforming the business isn’t cur‐
rently a major focus of digital transformation. Leaders are focused
on incremental changes, not the dramatic changes needed to take
advantage of new software techniques and fend off skilled knife-
fighters like Amazon. Instead of digital transformation, perhaps we
should call such efforts “digital tinkering.”

Leaders, then, have their work cut out for them when it comes to
instilling a sense of urgency, not only “down” to staff, but sometimes
“up” to their management chain and the board. The sensing and
Casandra listening techniques discussed in the strategy bottleneck
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section can provide the raw data and analysis needed to instill this
urgency.

A leader, however, needs to institutionalize this urgency, or, as it was
famously described by Intel’s Andy Grove put it in the 1980s, para‐
noia. Making urgency part of the organization’s culture usually
requires a crisis, an almost near-death experience.

Discussing how leadership institutionalized urgency, an executive at
a large communications manufacturer said that until very recently
(relative to the company’s 150-plus years age) the company had very
little sense of urgency. History had proven again and again that it
was one of the top companies in its field and as its age showed, it
would survive. The company was smug! Although it knew about an
emergent competitor in the industry at the time, this hubris left the
company feeling comfortable. Needless to say, this old company all
but lost in this key market to the new competitor. To its credit, how‐
ever, the company learned the lesson and has since deeply enshrined
market paranoia. Leadership no longer thinks the company is safe in
any market and constantly seeks to improve, fend off competition,
and be disruptive.

As with this example, in most cases, you’ll need a crisis to institu‐
tionalize urgency. For most companies this crisis is easily at hand.
Still, you’ll need to rely on your newfound strategy tools to create
freak-out charts to motivate people both up and down in your orga‐
nization. Never pass on the chance to tell people that competitors
are coming and you need to act quickly and decisively.

Sustaining this urgency relies on more rhetorical tricks. “Always run
in the yellow,” as one CEO put it at a gathering of executives
recently. “If you want to keep your job,” the CEO went on, “you
don’t want to always run in the red. But it’s equally, perhaps even
worse, to always run in the green.” As soon as the company feels that
things are going well—running in the green—that hubris and com‐
placency takes over. If all you have is a minor crisis, this CEO said,
perhaps amplify that crisis into the red. Or, occasionally, you might
even need to manufacture a crisis.

This all said, a word of caution. Sometimes a new executive will cre‐
ate or amplify a crisis to give them a heroic question to solve—and
take credit for. This usually involves putting down their predeces‐
sor’s work and stopping any ongoing improvement program. If that
program was bad, of course the new executives should change
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course. But stopping a multiyear program that’s working can be
deadly in the short and long term. First, of course, it means that you
must start over again with the Big Enterprise Change Fun-Fun Strat‐
egy. Long term, one side effect of this thrashing by new SVPs is that
IT staff learns to ignore most change efforts and just go about their
way. In a couple years when this current executive moves onto a new
company (which, mysteriously, will also have a huge crisis to solve!)
another change program will come in. And then another one, and
another. There’ll be so much change that nothing will have time to
actually change.

All the Feels: A Note on Positive Motivation
I’m a cynical person. I was raised to see the cutting humor and
downside in everything. My superpower is the ability to deftly trans‐
form even the most delightful situation into a rainy day. This means
I don’t pay as much attention to how to inspire and motivate people
—beyond freaking them out. It’s one of the many things that makes
me a super-fantastic manager when I’m cursed with that role.

Nonetheless, using optimism to motivate people seems to work bet‐
ter than just freaking them out with urgency and running in the yel‐
low. Rather, positive motivation works hand-in-hand with grim
motivation. If it’s only glum and mope, people will wear down and
even become numb to the impending catastrophe. The best of them
—the ones you really want to keep—will find new jobs.

Simply thanking people and rewarding them works well. Many peo‐
ple derive motivation by having autonomy in their work. Google’s
Project Aristotle studied Google teams to find what makes team
members effective, happy workers. They summarized five end-states
that created a helpful, I’d say positive, motivation-driven environ‐
ment. As Google analyst Julia Rozovsky says:

• Psychological safety: Can we take risks on this team without
feeling insecure or embarrassed?

• Dependability: Can we count on one another to do high-quality
work on time?

• Structure and clarity: Are goals, roles, and execution plans on
our team clear?

• Meaning of work: Are we working on something that is person‐
ally important for each of us?
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• Impact of work: Do we fundamentally believe that the work
we’re doing matters?

A good vision and ongoing communication about the positive busi‐
ness impact of people’s work can contribute to many of these. Pro‐
viding psychology safety is especially difficult in large, older
organizations that have been through decades of outsourcing,
acquisitions, and organizational churn.

As the Project Aristotle summary says, psychological safety is the
most important attribute of well-performing teams. How do you
achieve that feeling of safety, though? The report summarizes advice
from Amy Edmondson of the Harvard Business School:

• Frame the work as a learning problem, not an execution prob‐
lem

• Acknowledge your own fallibility
• Model curiosity and ask lots of questions

Much of this is emphasizing that you’re a learning organization, not
a perfect, omniscient, omnipotent one. The whole thrust of moving
to a product approach to doing software is to put a learning process
in place, to exploit individual and team’s curiosity to try new things,
and use the resulting stream of innovation to be competitive. These
aren’t easy to achieve, but even more difficult is building up room to
succeed-by-failing; that is, to innovate. Indeed, although circular,
putting a small-batch process in place also creates psychological
safety as the authors of the Pivotal Design Guide point out: the ongo‐
ing “experiments have the added benefit of reducing the cost of fail‐
ure. This creates an environment of increased psychological safety
for the team in which trying out new innovative ideas is welcomed
and not risky.”

Leading Failure
You’ve likely heard of another Google tool, blameless post mortems,
in which people document failures: what went wrong, what could
have prevented it, and what can prevent it in the future. The goal is
preventing failure in the future. It also encourages calculated, data-
driven risk taking. I often call this “celebrating failure,” but that’s
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1 My explanation isn’t a perfect fit for Google’s post-mortem process. See Chapter 15 in
the Google SRE book for that.

more dictional bravado. What you’re really celebrating is recovering
from failure and improving the resilience of the overall system.1

If you’re switching to a product-driven approach to software and
business design, you’re asking staff to be innovative and to learn new
ways to do software and run the business. And this is just for prod‐
uct teams: think of how much we’re asking finance to change!

Being innovative requires taking risks. We’re always going on about
how much we value “risk taking,” but usually what we value is “suc‐
cess.” Taking risks, though, usually results in more failure than suc‐
cess; otherwise, it wasn’t much of a risk. That “failure,” however, is a
positive asset: it means that you’ve learned something that doesn’t
work and can move on to finding something that does. It means
you’ve at least tried, which is much more than your sleepy competi‐
tors will do. Also, you should keep in mind the risk of doing noth‐
ing, getting so trapped in analysis paralysis that you knowingly keep
hurtling toward the edge of the cliff.

You need to make failing acceptable in your organization; otherwise
nothing will happen. Many organizations that do so have what they
commonly call “F-Up Fests,” a phrase I’ve heard many times in
many organizations, so I’ll risk making you blush by using that
word. These happen quarterly or twice a year and demonstrate that
leadership is serious about supporting risk takers. And, it’s a good
way to drive camaraderie and learning, all helping create psycholog‐
ical safety and that curiosity with which we’re looking to marble the
culture.

That all sounds peachy, doesn’t it? Come over to the circle and sit
criss-cross-apple-sauce and hear Gene tell us about the time they
brought down production for 30 seconds and cost the company $10
million. When you ask your staff to embrace failure-as-learning,
none of them are going to believe it. They won’t volunteer to cele‐
brate failure and learning in public, let alone at the company-wide
meetings that Google is said to use. Instead, you’ll have to lead by
example—or, in this case, fail by example. Find ways to talk about
how you, senior leadership, has failed and how the company was
better for it. Or, just how you failed.
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2 Like all “laws” in software, these are not actually laws, like say, gravity, or even prohibi‐
tions against jaywalking. If you hear a software person call something a “law,” what they
really mean is “rule of thumb.” At best, they mean, well-informed rule of thumb. But
“Larman’s Well-Informed Rule of Thumb” doesn’t really sound, you know,
authoritative.

You and other leaders will likely need to fill the first few slots of your
F-Up Fests before you find someone brave enough to share their
own f-ups. When you do get more and more people sharing their
failures, you’ll know you’re moving your culture in the right direc‐
tion.

Organization Structure, or, Plato Never
Worked at an Enterprise
Leadership often assumes that people will change when they’re told
the better, more productive way of operating. That is, that people
desire to improve. I think of this as the foundational error of Pla‐
tonic ontology. If you recall The Allegory of the Cave, people start
off looking at shadows of Truth, of the world, chained up to only
look at false images and tricked about the true nature of things.
Some kindly man in a loose toga unchains them and leads them out
of the cave. They go through a series of epiphanies until they emerge
from the cave and discover that there are some ultimate, almost
physical Truths of which everything else is a reflection, a shadow, a
corruption. And after you realize all this, you choose to live your life
according to these Truths and the morals that follow. It’s like an
enterprise architecture for ethics.

In my experience, people in enterprises rarely change after you show
them the Truth. After all, Agile software development has existed for
more than 25 years and yet, in many surveys, only about 50 or 60%
of people say they follow the practices. Proving that there’s a better
way to live and do software is the easy part. Everyone will nod their
head and agree. Actually changing it is the hard part. There’s even a
set of laws that describes how IT-driven bureaucracies resist change:
Larman’s Laws:2

1. Organizations are implicitly optimized to avoid changing the
status quo middle- and first-level manager and “specialist” posi‐
tions and power structures.
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2. As a corollary to (1), any change initiative will be reduced to
redefining or overloading the new terminology to mean basi‐
cally the same as status quo.

3. As a corollary to (1), any change initiative will be derided as
“purist,” “theoretical,” “revolutionary,” “religion,” and “needing
pragmatic customization for local concerns”—which deflects
from addressing weaknesses and manager/specialist status quo.

4. As a corollary to (1), if after changing the change some manag‐
ers and single-specialists are still displaced, they become
“coaches/trainers” for the change, frequently reinforcing (2) and
(3).

5. Culture follows structure.

Go read that one or two more times, and focus in on number two.
You’re in that big conference room discussing this new, great way of
operating—Agile, DevOps, doing product management, whatever
you like—and you click to the last slide, asking for people’s thoughts.
One of the middle-managers, will lean back in their chair; everyone’s
been silent, and is now relieved that finally someone other than
them is speaking. This reposed person will lightly cross their arms,
sort of loudly breathe in as if they’re vacuuming this new knowl‐
edge, and starts, “Well, that sounds pretty good, actually.” You’re
delighted! “This is what we’ve been doing, really, for the past 20
years. We just didn’t have a word for it!” It wasn’t understanding that
what the manager was sucking up into their nose, it was gravitas.

This is the wicked power of humans in a bureaucracy: anything,
even the clear need to change the bureaucracy and to an obviously
different way of operating, can be used to justify the bureaucracy’s
continued existence. Even though your organization hasn’t actually
released software to production in the past 12 months, hasn’t
actually spoken with customers...they’ve somehow been doing Agile
and DevOps this whole time.

It’s important to be understanding and recall that, at one point, the
processes and theories of the current bureaucracy were revolution‐
ary and an improvement on whatever existed in the before times.
However, the legacy bureaucracy you’re now seeking to change has
calcified and slowed down. It’s taken on that magical property of
Larman’s second law: it grows stronger, more calcified with each
attempt to change it. Trying to change a bureaucracy by following
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existing processes is like putting out a fire by throwing more fuel on
it.

Let’s look at some tools that leadership can use to actually change
how people operate.

A Simple but Overly Cute Fix
In Monolithic Transformation, I prescribed a cute fix: don’t change
the existing organization, create a new one. Most organizations and
the bureaucracy that run them are immutable: after they’re set up
and successful, they’re impossible to change. In response to this,
many organizations have created brand new organizations, starting
with just one or two teams and their applications. These new organi‐
zations start from scratch with new norms and processes (that is,
“culture”), new technology stacks, and a new, product-minded
approach to software. Because those teams are successful, more
applications are moved to this new organization. Eventually, almost
by accident, you’ve done some portfolio sorting: the applications
that needed to and could move from a project approach to a product
approach have been transformed. Meanwhile, those applications
that weren’t worth improving are left to operate under the old
model. And for these “old” apps, this is great! That’s where they
belong, because the effort to modernize them is unprofitable.

Organizations like Allianz, The Home Depot, Allstate, Thales, Duke
Energy, Daimler, and many others play off this immutable organiza‐
tion theory. I call this idea “cute” because it doesn’t actually fix the
original problem. The immutable organization theory just gives up
on trying to change the existing organization. In real life, things are
messier. By all means, though, if you can just set up a new organiza‐
tion, do it! But, scaling change can bit more messy and slow.

Whether you can finagle setting up a new organization or you need
to battle through changing an existing organization, you’ll face the
same challenge as you scale beyond those initial teams.

As a leader, you’re one of the only people who can make large,
organizational changes and manage how those changes scale to
thousands, if not tens of thousands of developers. How do you
ensure that your new teams follow the best practices that early teams
have discovered and perfected?
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3 All nine strategies quoted from Appendix B of the 2019 DevOps Report.

The Best Ways to Spread the Improvement Virus
Thankfully, the 2019 DevOps Report gives us some new, numbers-
driven insights into rolling out change from team to team. These
finds match, more or less, the anecdotes and stories I’ve heard over
the past six years, so despite not really understanding the science
behind the DevOps Report, I’m certain these new findings are cor‐
rect!

The report identifies nine tools and techniques to change an organi‐
zation, quoted verbatim here:3

1. Training Center—Where people are taken out of their normal
work routines to learn new tools or technologies, practices, and
even culture for a period of time, and then put back into their
normal work environment with the goal (hope?) that their new
way of working will stick and possibly even spread out to
others.

2. Center of Excellence—Where all expertise lives and then con‐
sults out to others.

3. Proof of Concept but stall—A Proof of Concept (PoC) project,
where a central team is given the freedom to build in whatever
way they feel is best, often by breaking organizational norms
(and often formal rules). However, the effort stalls after the PoC.

4. Proof of Concept as a template—Starting with a small Proof of
Concept (PoC) project (described above), and then replicating
this pattern in other groups, using the first as a pattern.

5. Proof of Concept as a Seed—Starting with a small Proof of Con‐
cept (PoC), then spreading PoC knowledge to other groups.
This is done by breaking up PoC (either the first PoC group or
subsequent/parallel PoC groups) and sending them to other
groups as a way to share the knowledge and practices learned.
This may also be described as a rotation, where the PoC mem‐
bers are immersed in other teams to spread the new practices
and culture and used as teachers. They may stay in this new
group indefinitely or just long enough to ensure the new practi‐
ces are sustainable.
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4 It’s fun to squint at the persnicketiness and propriety of some of these definitions. For
example, would any strategy actually intend to “stall”? I especially like the parenthetical
“hope?” in the training center definition as if to wink a sort of “you’ll never guess how
this turns out!” snark. Wryness aside, they’re good models and tools.

6. Communities of Practice—Where groups that share common
interests in tooling, language, or methodologies are fostered
within an organization to share knowledge and expertise with
each other, across teams, and around the organization.

7. Big Bang—Where the whole organization transforms to
DevOps methodologies (however they choose to define it) all at
once, often with top-down directive.

8. Bottom-up Grassroots—Where small teams close to the work
pull together resources to transform and then informally share
their success throughout the organization and scale without any
formal organizational support or resources.

9. Mashup—Where the org implements several approaches
described above, often only partially executed or with insuffi‐
cient resources or prioritization to enable success.

These are good, comprehensive change strategies.4 What makes the
report especially pertinent to the leadership bottleneck is the analy‐
sis of which of these strategies work best, and worst. To summarize
the findings, the report finds that template and seed PoCs, commun‐
ities of practice, and grassroots strategies correlate highly with suc‐
cessful organizations; centers of excellence and training centers
much less so.

Clone and grow
Many organizations I’ve studied use templating and seeding to sus‐
tainably spread new methods of organizing and operating through
the “legacy” organization. They follow a basic playbook:

1. An ideal team is formed. For many this means a team of 4 to 12
people comprised of developers, designers, and product manag‐
ers who own the software they’re working on, treating it as a
product—their product.

2. As these teams are successful over, say, two quarters, their meth‐
ods of working, structure, and the tools they use are cloned for
new teams.
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3. New teams can certainly customize how they function if they
find better methods, but they start with this template.

4. Often, a few individuals from these initial teams are moved to
new teams to “seed” existing skills and knowledge. These seeds
bring not only experience and expertise, but trust in the new
system. They also know how to overcome previous organization
hurdles. Some organizations use pair programming and pairing
across other roles to further educate new people, relying on the
viral spread of knowledge by rotating pairs daily on teams.

The bottoms-up approach certainly works at smaller organizations.
But, relying on all of your staff to self-organize and choose the
methods and tools of operating is rarely a good idea.

Instead, to change a large organization you should begin with a
default template. You, as leadership, need to help define this tem‐
plate but by applying the small-batch process to experiment and
learn how that template should evolve.

To be certainly, organizations give each team a high degree of free‐
dom over those choices and how they function. For example, the
organization behind MercedezBenz.io, which is made up of more
than 350 people, uses the flat, holarchy model to give teams freedom
to work as they please—at least, to make the case that they should
use their own methods. However, you need at some point to decide
that choices about how operating systems are patched and how load
balancing is managed, for example, are beyond the scope of devel‐
opment teams. However, they still rely on best practices, standar‐
dized structures, and a common set of tools.

Introducing New Roles into the Team
Part of what makes a piece of software a product instead of just a
project is the product manager. Product managers are, essentially,
the general managers and “leaders” of the application. The egalitar‐
ian spirit of these teams tends to reword and emphasize the manage‐
ment aspects, but from a more traditional view of business, product
managers own the product. They make decisions about application
features, the roadmap for the product, and help resolve internal and
external management problems. In a sense, the product manager is
continually brokering the relationship between all of the parties
involved: business, finance, IT, and often forgotten, the customer.
The product management is trying to decide which features and
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which activities each release cycle will maximize business value for
those stakeholders, negotiating between competing desires.

In that way, the product manager is in charge of making sure the
business’s vision and strategy is realized, week to week, in the appli‐
cation. If a developer is responsible for the technical viability and
performance of the application, the product manager is responsible
for the business viability and effectiveness of the application.

To this end, one of the most important tasks a product manager
does is sorting through and identifying the priorities for the applica‐
tion. Everyone in the organization from the line of business (LoB),
to developers and designers, to the board will have ideas about what
should be in the application. A new feature might help sell signifi‐
cant deals, or there might be a bug that’s slowing down releases each
week. There might be a new type of machine learning that, if we just
added it to the application, would optimize part ordering for car
manufacturing. A product manager must synthesize choices based
on their product’s strategy, the relative technical viability of the fea‐
ture, and the potential to create a better business with each feature
request.

Finding these people can be difficult, creating another bottleneck
outside of IT. They might be people in the lines of business who
have the eagerness, domain knowledge, and ability to focus. One of
leadership’s first tasks is to find and recruit these people to become
product managers. Ongoing, you’ll need to internally develop the
role and begin hiring for that skill set.

A word of caution on finding product managers. Sometimes, prod‐
uct managers come from an IT background as IT people get more
curious about how the business functions. Often, though, Agile
coaches and Scrum Masters are thrust into the role of product man‐
agement. The back of the can description of coaches and product
managers seems similar. And, sure, these individuals might be great
at the job. But more than likely they’re not equipped with all of the
skills and relationships in the company to succeed as a product
manager. More benignly, they might slide into Larman’s Bog and
become stuck doing the same things, wrapped in different words. Be
very careful about wholesale converting coaches and masters into
product managers and checking off this box.
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Strategy from the Nerds
For decades now, IT has been told that it’s in a servant relationship
with The Business: IT takes requests and delivers on projects and
services. Each of these services is metered and delivers to uptime
and performance promises, as in the case of Service-Level Agree‐
ments (SLAs). What’s not too subtle here is the assumption that The
Business knows all. IT has little to no role in defining how its orga‐
nization works with customers, defining the products being sold, or
driving any type of strategy. IT does what it’s told; it’s a servant! This
is the “project” mindset that we’re trying to escape from: we want IT
to be smarter than a computer that just does what it’s told and
instead become a core part of how business is done at their
organization.

Changing this relationship is another organizational tool that lead‐
ership has at its disposal. The way an enterprise is organized defines
reporting structures and sources of truth. Typically, “The Business”
means the departments of a company that are responsible for prod‐
ucts and the associated revenue. IT is rarely, if ever, part of “The
Business.” This unidirectional relationship, however, cuts the com‐
pany off from very valuable insights and abilities. It means that any
discovery IT makes or new idea the “developers” discover is largely
ignored because IT’s job is to do what it’s told. All of that validated
learning from the small-batch process rots, unused.

Making this relationship bidirectional is another powerful tool that
leadership needs to use. Ideally, there is no “relationship” because
“business” and “IT” are the same. As ever, getting to that strategic
paradise will take time for most organizations. To move in the
proper direction, leadership in the lines of business, and the com‐
pany as a whole, needs to understand and value feedback that the
small-batch loop gives to the business. The data that comes back
from each experiment cycle isn’t only useful to define features in the
software, but also to start defining how the actual business operates.

Let’s look at an example from the auto industry to understand how
the business might profit from working with IT rather than just tell‐
ing IT what to do.
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Case Study: When Vans Are Cars
Daimler has shifted over to this new, product-minded way of build‐
ing the software for its online storefront. By “storefront,” I mean the
official website car buyers visit to not only browse which cars are
available to purchase, but also create different configurations,
research detailed performance characteristics, and schedule visits
with dealers to test drive cars. Mercedes-Benz’s “storefront” is very
much the beginning of the buying process for many customers. As
you’d expect, this storefront has a search feature that allows custom‐
ers to search for vehicles they’re interested in.

Daimler’s Sophie Seiwald told me a great story that illustrates how
the product can inform how the business thinks of itself and oper‐
ates.

In taking a product approach to the storefront software, the team
proactively analyzed terms people searched for, trying to gain
insights and inspiration into how to make the buying process better.
The team noticed that people kept searching for work vans—those
big, hardly sleek looking vans you’d see a plumber, electrician, or
cabbie driving around. Searches for these vans didn’t turn up any
results because the storefront was, of course, for personal cars. The
LoB that sold work vans was an entirely different operation and had
nothing to do with the storefront.

After looking into who was searching for vans and why, the store‐
front team came to an unexpected realization: individuals were
actually interested in buying these work vans, not just plumbers.
They might travel in these vans or just use them to, I don’t know,
help friends move. And, of course, plumbers are people, too, so they
also would search for vans through the storefront.

That this was some killer insight seems confusing if you don’t work
at an auto company. As with most businesses the people searching
for vans didn’t think about the auto company as a collection of dif‐
ferent lines of businesses, each their own galaxy. Because of decades
of successful brand marketing, these van buyers just thought of
Mercedes-Benz as Big Car Company—they probably don’t even
think of it as the actual name of the company, Daimler. Buyers had
no idea they were supposed to go to FindPlumberVans.com to inter‐
act with Daimler’s professional-van LoB.
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Using this newly found knowledge and, importantly, data to back up
its claims, the storefront team began the arduous process of helping
the van LoB reprogram one of its core business assumptions and,
thus, operating strategies. The unidirectional command structure
between business and IT reversed, in this instance. IT, very gently,
suggested that The Business should consider rethinking a core
assumption. The result is that searches for Mercedes-Benz vans now
show up in the storefront: the software acts like customers would
expect it to, but the businesses are also operating in a new way.

In my experience, in situations like this at any company, based on
the historic give-and-take relationship between The Business and IT,
taking advantage of the van insight would have been time consum‐
ing, if not impossible. The vans LoB would have missed out on new
revenue—revenue which was, more or less, free and unexpected.

In most cases, leadership in both the LoB and the company as a
whole are the ones who’ll have the power to the traditional IT-as-
servant relationship. As we’ve been discussing, the idea isn’t to just
listen to any cool but wacky idea from IT staff. Instead, the LoB
trusts IT’s insights because IT demonstrates that it follows a disci‐
plined, data-driven process. As the lines of business and leadership
begin to trust those insights, the business bottleneck unclogs more
and more.

Do You Still Need an IT Department?
At this point, it’s easy to ask, “Do I need an IT department? I mean,
they seem to be kind of a hassle and grit in my magic innovation of
rapid differentiation.” Famously, IT was predicted to cease mattering
sometime in the 2000s. What this argument meant at the time was
that previously complex, proprietary, and expensive infrastructure
and software was set to be simplified, opened up, and made dramati‐
cally cheaper. An on-premises email server doesn’t “matter” because
companies can get email cheaply, even for free. The same is the case
for word processing and spreadsheets, and even the most compli‐
cated databases and programming models. Enterprise applications
for enterprise resource planning (ERP) and customer relationship
management (CRM) are a bit more secure in their “mattering,” but
even the price of operating systems has effectively, or literally, gone
to zero. IT is still needed, but large swaths of it are commoditized
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5 I had to cover desktop management and, even more delightful, virtual desktop man‐
agement at one of my analyst jobs. I’ve never forgiven that sector of IT for existing.

and should take up less time of your organization’s budget and
attention.

Here, I like to distinguish between two types of IT.

The first bucket is what I jokingly refer to “desktop management
and password resets.”5 These are all the tasks to provide the base
level of computational and networking services needed: desktops,
secure networking, email and calendering, collaboration software,
file sharing, and other “utility” services. Someone has to manage
how you use these services and roll out PC upgrades. Many of those
services can be outsourced to Software as a Service (SaaS) providers,
and others (like mobile management) can be shared with employees.
Although this bucket needs to managed, it doesn’t “matter.” I mean,
unless, just like electricity, you don’t have it, in which case, every‐
thing stops working. Most organizations spend about 70% of their
budget on this type of IT, to “keep the lights on.”

The second bucket, as you can likely guess, is custom-written soft‐
ware. This is what we’ve been discussing this whole time. Budget
wise, this bucket gets much less cash than keeping the lights on.
From what I’ve seen, my rule of thumb is that new IT projects are
about 20% or even just 15% of the overall IT budget.

Does IT need to “own” this function?

Until recently, the answer was yes because centralizing software
building in IT was the only way to ensure sane costs, guaranteed lev‐
els of service, security, and compliance. The expertise in building
datacenters to run software was in the IT department not in, say, the
insurance risk-assessment group.

As IT began to “not matter,” the complexity of building and running
datacenters changed the hold the IT department had on, well, IT.
This was when the notion of “shadow IT” emerged, which is a
delightfully wicked turns-out phenomena. Shadow IT meant using a
SaaS or even building applications outside of the governance of IT.
Sales groups starting employees using CRMs like Salesforce and
marketing executives starting using agencies to build mobile appli‐
cations. Or, more simply, individuals would use file-sharing services
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like Dropbox to finally be able to share files larger than the 25-
megabyte limit on email attachments.

That is, the IT department couldn’t keep up with the business’ needs.
The IT department was failing to be useful. In this case, IT was the
real shadow IT!

Whatever clever take you might have on shadow IT, it’s a historic
example that drives how you should think about where to put prod‐
uct teams and how to support them. For many organizations, keep‐
ing product teams will be the only viable option. This makes sense:
most of those people and expertise will likely be in IT already. Few
executives will want to be bold enough or spend enough political
capital to pull apart the IT department. If you do place product
teams in the IT department, at least follow the practice of creating a
new suborganization, as discussed in the immutable organization
section earlier in this report.

There are alternatives, however. You could embed product teams in
their respective business units. This will ensure that product teams
are the business. Finding product managers for each team will be
easier, especially because their reporting lines won’t need to dramati‐
cally change.

Your LoB executives will need to understand what these teams do to
make wise budget decisions and otherwise manage product teams. If
those executives look at product teams as interchangeable parts,
they’ll mismanage those “assets” when times are tough.

Another model is to create a new organization, often a product
organization headed up by a chief product office or a feisty CTO-
type. This organization might actually be in IT but that will just be a
formality. Indeed, the immutable organization strategy above is
essentially this scheme.

All of these schemes still require a high degree of governance and
shared services. Historically, allowing lines of business and devel‐
oper teams to come up with or even obey corporate standards and
governance has been a risky, unrealistic proposition. Arguably,
enterprise’s interest in DevOps and Google’s Site Reliability Engi‐
neering (SRE) practices are a response to how difficult it is to
enforce governance across an enterprise’s software portfolio.

Contemporary DevOps- and SRE-think encourages using a standar‐
dized, centralized set of methodologies and platforms to focus devel‐
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opers on just coding their applications. These platforms logically
belong in the IT department...if the IT department can change the
way it builds and delivers these kinds of services.

Product Managing IT
Traditionally, IT thinks of what it does as providing a service.
Indeed, “service delivery” is a common phrase in enterprise IT oper‐
ations as well as “IT Service Management.” Oddly, hemming to the
idea that IT doesn’t matter, IT sets itself up as a utility that provides
computer stuff, almost willfully ignorant when it comes to the busi‐
ness value that it provides.

Just as we’re asking developers to focus on products, IT operations
also needs to focus on providing a product. The first thing a product
needs is a customer, which, in this case, are developers. This simple
reorientation from providing a service to building a product has
large and beneficial effects on how IT operates.

IT operations staff organizes around the product it’s providing—the
shared infrastructure and development services product teams need
not only to focus on just their applications, but also to automate the
governance of policy and security.

Operation’s goal becomes making developers more successful, which
largely means making them more productive. The products it
builds, the platforms, seek to remove as many manual processes and
as much waste as possible from developers’ daily lives. This platform
team applies the same product management mentality as the prod‐
uct teams to study, theorize, and deliver new features and
capabilities. This is the so-called “platform as product” approach,
which I discuss in Monolithic Transformation.

In understanding what developers need, most IT departments real‐
ize that developers shouldn’t need to manage infrastructure, ensure
security by hand, or even maintain common build tools. Instead,
these organizations have followed in the steps of Netflix and Google
by establishing centralized platforms to standardize how developers
do these low-level, low-business-value tasks. These services provide
the lower-level datacenter and cloud management tools, the middle‐
ware like databases and even machine learning, and the Continuous
Integration (CI) and Continuous Delivery (CD) build tools.
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Generally, anything “below” the app is waste from a customer’s per‐
spective. Configuring production servers and patching operating
systems might be necessary for happy customers, but they provide
no value in the Lean sense of the word. And, here, remember that
the customer is the developer! The platform operators need to iden‐
tify these wasteful activities and automate them as much as possible.

This automation also improves governance and security because
operations staff no longer need to depend on developers to follow
such guidance, nor spend time patching operating systems and
other components used in their applications. “When you use a Con‐
tinuous Delivery pipeline, you can automatically test quality and
check for security risks every time a developer modifies software,” as
John Marcante, Vanguard’s CIO says, “Instead of the business and
IT manually testing software, you can run all functional and regres‐
sion tests automatically in minutes, not weeks.”

I’ve observed organizations like Daimler, Allstate, Thales, the US Air
Force, and many others accomplishing this shift in IT-orientation by
using modern cloud platforms like Pivotal Platform and other
Kubernetes-based platforms. These are so-called “cloud native” plat‐
forms that use technologies perfected by the likes of Google and
Amazon in recent years to run their own software.

Wherever you choose to put your product teams, ensure that IT is
treating them as customers, not ticket queues.

Understanding Tech
Hopefully, it’s not insulting to suggest that there’s a...er, opportunity
here, but if you want to be like a tech company, you, the executive,
must understand technology, specifically software. After reading this
book and my previous one, you’ll no doubt be at expert level when it
comes to IT! But, you’ll still need to garden your ongoing technol‐
ogy education. Just as your product teams will be expected to know
their customers, business, and its goals so that they can make snap
decisions, you’ll need to understand the technology, the factory that’s
used to create software so that you can make management decisions.

In returning to the idea of operating like a tech company, it’s worth
looking at executives at tech companies. With very rare exception,
executives at tech companies are incredibly familiar with technol‐
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6 Often, sales people become CEO’s at tech companies, as well. In this case, by nature of
being a good sales person who understands the product being sold and how companies
evaluate and value software, they have a fair handle on tech, if not an excellent one.

ogy. For example, VMware’s CEO, Pat Gelsinger, cowrote a book on
the 80386 chip.6

Leaders need to employ an understanding of technology to gut-
check attractive but risky strategies, especially acquisitions and
multiyear strategies that target entering new markets. When execu‐
tives understand how software is made and run, they can also
change the way they oversee and manage it.

Managing Upward
At the board level, this means having at least one member from the
tech world. Hopefully this member will oversee and influence large
initiatives like digital transformation, large IT purchases, and multi‐
year outsourcing contracts. Based on the preponderance of failures
in those types of programs, there hasn’t been enough technical over‐
sight from boards over the past few decades...rather, good oversight.
More important, this board member can be an authoritative force
for rallying belief in culture and organizational changes, not to men‐
tion the difficult finance changes like the ones I’ve suggested here.
Most people recommend meeting with this board member at least
quarterly to review technology decisions and programs.

Find yourself a secret nerd
If understanding technology and software better seems daunting to
you, don’t worry. You’re a smart enough person that you’ve gotten to
this point in your career, so you can certainly learn so long as you’re
motivated, prioritize making the time, and...find a secret nerd.

A “secret nerd” is someone who can, usually weekly, spend an hour
or so with you to go over trends and lessons in software. They can
answer questions that you have and even come up with a curricu‐
lum. If you’re lucky, they’ll keep doing it indefinitely. They’re secret
because, well, it’s often easier to learn out of the public eye in large
organizations. For as optimistic as you might be, executive igno‐
rance is often seen as a weakness in enterprises.
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I first heard about this tactic many years ago. My friend was a senior
technical staff member at one of the older, larger tech companies, of
all places. They’d been asked to mentor a new executive and did so
for an hour or more every Sunday. Although I would recommend a
weekday, instead, this ensured that the executive was knowledgeable
and, also, for this secret nerd, helped build a new trusted relation‐
ship with senior management.

However you achieve it, make sure you understand this new, core
asset your organization relies on: software. The nature and potential
of this “software” is evolving now more than ever. Just in recent
years software has moved from a largely on-premises concern, for
which you’re responsible for running and managing the data centers
that run the software, to a SaaS model, which removes the need to
run the software. Software is also what’s driving and running Inter‐
net of Things (IoT) and machine learning models that have the
potential to unlock huge cost savings and new business models in
previously analog businesses. If you can think of a new business
model, the chances are that it’s made possible by software. Under‐
standing software, then, for company leaders is as critical as under‐
standing other core parts of your business.

Case in Point: Technical Debt
By far, the most frequent topic IT people wish The Business under‐
stood is technical debt. This concept is a catch-all phrase for short‐
cuts you take in software development and IT management to save
costs or deliver features sooner. The metaphor “debt” is apt: you
decide to take on future obligations for short-term gains.

In business, debt is usually helpful instead of to be feared. Getting
more cash today helps you to build upon your existing assets and get
to market quickly. Similarly, in software, taking on technical debt
allows you to deliver faster and grow your business beyond your
current means. In software, however, taking on “debt” is rarely this
helpful. A better phrase might be “technical negligence.”

Software ages quickly: architectures are forgotten, the reasons you
wrote code one way versus the other are forgotten, people with rare
skills move on (or die!), and newer options are simply better than
what you have. In theory, enterprise architects (EAs) keep an eye on
refreshing your software, preventing coagulation and cementing—
but this rarely works out. EAs tend to get caught up in other activi‐
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7 Perhaps this can finally obliterate the tired construct “tech is not the problem, X is the
problem”: “technology is not the problem, culture is the problem.” Actually, culture is
not the problem, technical debt is the problem….

ties: formulating governance, holding review meetings to make sure
governance is followed, or creating annual “trends” reports for
senior executives (think blockchain!). These activities have the best
intentions, but tend to keep EAs too far from the actual software
and systems they’re trying to govern. It means that product teams
and enterprise systems are denied the good parts of what EAs do:
deep strategic knowledge and the ability to look forward to create
agile enterprise architectures. This starvation manifests itself most
deadly in technical debt.

Funding and time to work on behind-the-scenes fixes is always a
problem. Simply rewriting the existing software seems like a waste if
there’s no functional change, if the release doesn’t involve moving
pixels on a screen. This, of course, is like thinking that time spent
brushing your teeth is a waste because you could be eating more
candy with that time. Long project cycles compound the problem,
too: management doesn’t want to lose the chance to add new fea‐
tures to software.

Every large organization faces the challenges of technical debt. This
is especially true of the largest and most successful, particularly
those companies that can afford to acquire other companies. Over
just a decade of acquiring other companies, your software portfolio
can grow in number, but also incomprehensibility and complexity.
With each acquisition and merger, you take on the legacy portfolio
of another organization. And when M&A synergies are involved,
people are often let go, shrinking the institutional memory and skills
you’d need to update your legacy IT and reduce your technical debt.
You likely double, or even triple, your technical debt.

Understanding technical debt is key for managing your digital strat‐
egy. If you let too much technical debt mount, your ability to inno‐
vate the business will come to a standstill. Leadership in large
organizations needs to actively manage technical debt if it hopes to
achieve any sort of business transformation sustainability. I don’t
think it’s going too far to suggest that runaway technical debt is the
number one reason for digital transformation failure.7
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First, ask your secret nerd to go over what technical debt is and even
report on how much debt your portfolio has. Then, study and track
how long it takes to add in new features to core backends, or just to
pull data from those systems. In banking and payments, for exam‐
ple, you could ask how long it would take to do the technical
changes needed to support Apple Pay. You can also look at the time
it takes to integrate the IT between identical businesses. In hotel and
travel mergers, how long does it take to merge two loyalty programs
into one? There are also code analysis tools that will tell you how
tight of a spaghetti knot you have on your hands, but those are likely
more useful after you understand and believe in the dangers of
ignoring technical debt.

Metrics: Managing Like a Tech Company
Squishy as it might seem, product development is by no means
immune from metrics. In fact, executives must rely on metrics to
manage at scale, especially with hundreds of product teams, if not
more. Let’s look at some metrics.

Eye-Balling It
First, there are many metrics that are anything but quantifiable.
They defy being reduced to a number. Of course, anything can be
measured if you’re willing to make assumptions and compromises to
create a model as Douglas Hubbard lays out How to Measure Any‐
thing (Wiley). That said, I wouldn’t try too hard for more qualitative
questions. Despite being numerically slippery, qualitative “metrics”
are incredibly helpful so long as company leaders have developed
understanding and intuition about the mechanics of using software
to innovate their businesses.

For example, one CEO at a large retailer began asking product teams
what they’d learned in recent releases instead of just checking the
status and budget of the projects.

Technical Metrics
There are many technical metrics to use, most of them characteriz‐
ing how IT is performing. Even if you’re not in IT, understanding
these metrics so that you can get a sense of IT’s overall health is
important. Ideally, you can delegate constant monitoring of these
metrics to the CIO and their team, but you should understand them
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if only to use when problems bubble up to you and to drive budget‐
ing decisions based on good and poor performance.

For several years now, based on their studies of high-performing
organizations, the DevOps Reports have recommended four key IT
metrics. These are good metrics to start with and evolve as you learn
more. I’ve listed them here along with my recommendations for the
ideal, green state you should target and when to be concerned and
investigate:

Deployment frequency
This is how often software is deployed to production for people
to actually use. Target weekly, be concerned when it’s monthly
or longer.

Lead time for changes
After the developers are done writing and verifying code, how
long does it take to deploy to production? Target a week or less,
be concerned when it’s two or more weeks.

Time to restore service
When an error occurs in production, the length of time it takes
to restore service. Target a day (an hour or less, eventually), be
concerned if it’s three days or more.

Change failure rate
The percentage of changes that result in errors or poor applica‐
tion performance that require rolling an immediate fix. Target
zero to 15%, be concerned if it’s more than 20%.

There are many, many other IT metrics you could follow. Ask the
product teams and operations staff what metrics they would like to
share and think would be helpful for understanding overall IT
health. Also, be wary of long lists of metrics or those that show only
a single point in time instead of ongoing trends. Too many metrics
create more confusion than clarity, and metrics without relation to
historic trends can be assuring, yet baffling.

Finally, if IT can’t provide even these four, basic metrics for apps,
you’ve spotted one of your initial problems to solve!

Business Value Metrics
The most useful metrics you can create and track are business value
metrics: those metrics that measure the success and improvement to
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8 You can call these Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) if you like.
9 Forrester, The Agile Enterprise Emphasizes Practice Over Process, August 2019.

10 From “The Importance of Product Management in Government,” Chris Johnston and
Kelly O’Connor, August 2018.

how your business is performing.8 Obviously, measuring revenue
and profit is valuable, but those tend to be effects of other actions.
Measuring those other actions are what business value metrics
target.

For example, as cited by Jeffrey Hammond and Margo Visitacion in
a Forrester report,9 the pharmacy “Walgreens, for instance, [uses]
the time it takes customers to refill a prescription via mobile as a
benchmark for convenience.” Thus, “convenience” might be a busi‐
ness value metric. As this length shortens, you know that the pre‐
scription refill team is doing a good job; if it stalls out, they’ve either
reduced the refill time as much as possible or have hit a road-block;
if it lengthens, something is going wrong and should be investigated.

Equally important to using such metrics to detect the status of prod‐
uct teams is using these metrics for financial and strategic planning.
Rather than treating the refill app as simply software that was deliv‐
ered to specification and treated as a cost, by continually tracking
business metrics you can better appreciate how the software
contributes to revenue, not just how it burns cash. This means that
you can begin determining IT budget by usefulness instead of
cheapness.

Your first business metrics will typically have to do with the rate of
fulfillment, like the prescription refill metric or finishing an applica‐
tion. Insurance companies, for example, are currently obsessed with
the time it takes to handle claims.

But, don’t focus just on speed, think through other metrics that
might be attributes of whatever you think “success” is in your busi‐
ness. For example, the US Veterans Affairs (VA) department wanted
to move more applicants to electronic forms. It, of course, measured
the amount of forms submitted, but also measured the amount of
forms started. This allowed the agency to monitor improvements to
the software driving the application. As the software became better,
the ratio between started and completed began to level out.10
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Also, don’t be afraid to come up with useful vanity metrics. Some‐
thing like “engagement” (the number of times someone likes a pic‐
ture on Instagram, for example) might be difficult to tie to any real
business value, but if it helps rally support for your transformation
efforts, track it!

Automating these metrics is key, as well. I’ve witnessed too many
organizations relying on manual collection of business metrics, right
down to needing to know that one employee has accidentally forgot‐
ten access to a core ERP system and magic spreadsheets. Too much
time spent generating these metrics will make them error-prone and
out of date.

Here are some more broad and narrow example business value met‐
rics to use when determining your own:

New accounts and usage
New banking account sign-ups and how long it takes to open an
account. With an average account deposit size, you can track the
actual financial impact of software that streamlines signing up
for new accounts. To be more advanced, also track how active
those new accounts are.

Time to respond to records request in government
When Congress asks to see your work, you’d better be able to
respond quickly.

Usage of new software, uptake, and engagement
One insurance company rewrote an application for encouraging
healthy behavior that had very little use from customers. As it
rewrote the application, it measured usage of the new app to
gauge success and direct further development.

Customer service
This is a vague category, and requires exploration. You could
use NPS as a proxy, and you can also ask customers directly
with surveys. But you can probably find other indicators of how
happy customers are with you. For example, after introducing
an AI-driven chatbot in its app, Comcast reduced call center
volume by 40% and increased its Net Promoter Score (NPS).

Cost savings in the business
Lower costs might actually be a key business goal. For example,
if you know that your existing software is ancient and slowing
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down business efficiency, or if you’re still using an analog pro‐
cess that software could accelerate, lower costs to do business
might indicate success. Just be sure to focus on the cost of doing
business, not just the cost of the software. For example, one
aerospace company replaced a call center for ordering airplane
parts with an app, saving both time and money for customers
and the company.

Time to start a new business
Traditional IT typically takes a year or more to start a new busi‐
ness; for example, in a new geography. Tracking how long it
takes to start in a new market and make your first scale can give
you a sense for the business value IT provides. For instance,
Liberty Mutual was able to start selling motorcycle insurance
within six months, supported by new software for agents and
buyers.

Revenue growth
Clearly, the metric we’d all want. This can be difficult to con‐
vincingly correlate to IT changes, but if you can, do it!

Whatever you choose, try to limit your business value metrics to
four or less. For example, in transforming the apps for the govern‐
ment of the United Kingdom, the UK Government Digital Services
targeted four business value metrics: digital take-up, completion rate
of forms and services requests, cost per transaction, and user satis‐
faction. As they explained in Digital Transformation at Scale, these
metrics matched with their goals of “getting more people to use
online government services, building services that worked first time,
saving money and meeting user needs.”

Culture Metrics
As you transform your culture, you’ll want to somehow sense the
direction of your progress. You might not be able to measure it
exactly, but you can at least model it to get a sense for how transfor‐
mation is going. Ongoing, these metrics will also allow you to detect
when the organization is backsliding or when problems emerge in
your organizations meatware. Culture metrics are primarily for you
—the champion and manager of transformation—to monitor and
guide how things are going. You might be able to use them to con‐
vince naysayers in your organization, or maybe not. Sadly, too often,
for those types of conversation, only business results will be helpful.
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The exact metrics you use will depend on your organization and the
changes you’re making. Here is a short sampling to start you
thinking:

Employee NPS (eNPS)
This metric is similar to the usual NPS, but instead asks: “How
likely is it that you would recommend your organization as a
place to work to a friend or colleague?” Measuring this over
time will give you a sense for how things are improving, or get‐
ting worse.

Staff belief in leaders and mission
This measures people’s alignment with the company’s culture
and plans, but also leaderships’ ability to communicate and
work with staff. Of course, a negative rating could also show
that the leadership and/or mission are bad.

Interaction with customers
How often do product teams interact with customers? There’s
certainly a limit of effectiveness, but a product team should be
talking with actual customers regularly. Once a month is proba‐
bly too little, daily way too much, so perhaps a few times a
month.

Staff retention and churn rate
As your culture improves, driving up psychological safety, peo‐
ple should want to stay in their jobs longer. This should reduce,
or level off, churn rates. However, you don’t want 100% reten‐
tion. Getting new people and ideas into the system is helpful,
equally so, allowing others who don’t (want to) fit in to leave.

Pathological, bureaucratic, or generative
In addition to quick metrics, the DevOps Report people recom‐
mend assessing where your organization is on the Westrum
scale. This is a long series of questions and, perhaps, should just
be done annually. However, in aggregate it will give you a
(hopefully not alarming) deep sense of the type of organization
you have.
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CHAPTER 5

Conclusion

“Technology isn’t the problem, it’s people” a cherished chestnut of IT
improvement goes. Getting those stacks of software up and running
is relatively straightforward to reprogramming how the people in an
organization work. From the questions I hear, management often
feels like their staff isn’t capable of changing. Going up the stack,
terms like “the frozen middle” show that executives don’t feel like
their staff can change. What a way to think of your employees.

A programmer would never say that source code that failed to com‐
pile or pass tests was “not fully capable.” Instead, the programmer
would know that they’d written the code wrong, failed to see the big
picture of how their code integrated with other systems, or other‐
wise done something wrong in creating an environment in which
their software would be successful.

Transforming a large organization takes money, planning, and lead‐
ership. People are the easy part; business is what’s hard. IT people
will figure out the technology, they’ll even figure out how to self-
organize. What they won’t be able to figure out is scaling that change
to 20,000 people in a large organization. Even that methodological
city on the hill, Spotify, has challenges at 1,500 and 2,000 people.
Building an enterprise-class innovation factory requires everyone to
do their share.

Transforming the entire organization is the job of the senior execu‐
tive team, the board even. If they go around thinking that their peo‐
ple aren’t “fully capable,” there’s something wrong with how the
executives are managing that transformation. Instead, if you’re
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leading change, you have to grow, nurture, and respect the people in
your organization.

Despite those who dismissively think their organization is incapable,
it’s been my experience that given the right environment and after
removing the usual series of tedious bottlenecks, people will create
great software. Then, innovation is easy: all you have to do is ask.
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